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Log Cabin Republicans Suppor
t
National Gay Marriage Moveme
nt
By Jeff Tindall
Associated Press Writer
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Unprotected

Sex Chief Cause of AIDS
Among Tennesseans

League, among others, in publicly riage effort," Mason said. "We‘re
supporting same—sex marriages.
conservatives. We‘re not knee—jerk
"I think it‘s significant that Re— activists."
publicans and Democrats, religious
Some Gay organizations have
CINCINNATI (AP) — The and secular, Gay and non—Gay
called for a nationwide boycott of
president of a Washington—based people ‘alike have joined onto the
the city because voters in 1993 ap—
organization of Gay Republicans movement," Wolfson said. "We‘re
proved removal from a city human
said its vote supporting same—sex seeing groups across the spectru
m rights ordinance of a section afford—
marriages was a vote in favor ofcon— who are able to agree that this
is a ing protection from discrimination
stitutional values.
basic human right that the govern— to homosexuals.
"We have clarified the goal and ment should not be interfering with."
"That‘s why it‘s so important that
the goal is fundamentally Ameri—
Mason said his organization will we had the convention here in Cin—
can," said Abner Mason, president try to carry the message to city
and cinnati," Mason said.
of the Log Cabin Federation.
state governments and effect change
The city lost an estimated $19.2
He said marriage is a conserva— at the local level.
million in downtown business when
tive, traditional American institution,
"We feel we can add a great deal several conventions pulled out of
a basic human right and an indi— of credibility to the same sex mar—
town in protest of the vote.
vidual personal choice.
The federation voted Aug. 27 in
Dole Campaign Returning
favor of a resolution urging states to
make marriages between homosexu— Contribution From Gay Repu
blicans
als legal. Log Cabin spokesman
CINCINNATI (AP) — Money from an organization ofGay Republicans is
David Greer said the resolution was not welcome in Sen. Bob
Dole‘s presidential campaign.
based in part on a 1993 Hawaii State
The campaign said Aug. 25 it is giving back a $1,000 contribution from the
Supreme Court decision which said Log Cabin Republic
ans because Dole, R—Kan., disagrees with the group‘s views.
denial ofsuch marriages violated the
"It‘s our policy to decline contributions from political groups that have an
state constitution‘s equal protection agenda that is not in line
with Senator Dole‘s position on the issues," Dole
clause.
campaign spokesman Nelson Warfield said. "We‘ve gotten over200,000checks,
Evan Wolfson, co—counsel for the and this one clearly slipped
through the cracks."
plaintiffs in that case, said its mes—
The Log Cabin Republicans were disappointed with the campaign‘s deci—
sage is starting to be heard.
sion. "We were encouraged by the Dole campaign for months to support them
"In all 50 states, Gay people can— financially, and any indicati
on that they were unaware of our involvement
not get married," Wolfson said. "We is dishonest," said
Rich Tafel, executive director of the Washington—based
need Americans to understand why group, which claims
10,000 members among 43 chapters in 35 states.
that‘s wrong."
The check was cashed June 23, Tafel said.
— He said the Log Cabin organiza—
~ Tafel, whose organization refused to endorse President Bush for re—elec—
tion joined the National Organiza— tion in 1992, said
the group had not endorsed any GOP candidate this year
tion forWomen and the % glad meow its
members to support any candidate they choose.
Japanese—American
Citizens

said.
Blacks, who make up 16 percent
ofthe state‘s population, account for
34 percent of the AIDS cases. But
60 percent of HIV—positive cases are
Black.
"We‘re seeing the same sorts of
trends in Tennessee as nationally,"
said Stone.
Ten years ago, the typical person
testing HIV—positive was a Gay
white male, between the ages of 20
and 29.
Now, 64 percent of Tennesseans
with AIDS say theyprobably got it —
from having sex with a Gay orbi—
sexual male. But only 41 percent of
E _._. zic Only 10 percent of full—blown those
who are HIV—positive said that
| _______ AIDS cases in the state are women, — was
probably how they got it. They
|
but women account for 22 percent listed
sharing dirty needles or Co
urt Says Oregon
f
ofthose now confirmed as HIV posi—
Gay Rights Vote Le
gal
in—
tive,the state Department of Health
See AIDS on page 26
or tillaT‘zsin‘gleS out" people on ac— yer
By Charles E. Beggs
who has handled numerous cases
count of sexual orientation.
Associated Press Writer
for opponents of the OCA measures,
Opponentsclaimed the state law said the electi
on issue ruling means
AIDS Council Member
prec
luded even holding elections on little.
SALE
M, Ore. (AP) — A state
Says
law forbidding cities and counties such proposals. But the Supreme
"It‘s all but a moot point since
Group Running Out of
from
enforcing ordinances for or Court disagreed, saying enacting a the state law invali
Time
dates the local
against Gay rights does not prevent law is not the same as the process of measur
es," he said.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
Runions, who has HIV, joined 23 local elections on such measures, the voting on it.
OCA Chairman Lon Mabon said
member of President Clinton‘s other members
"A measure is not enacted until the decision
of the council in Oregon Supreme Court says.
is ‘a "hollow one" and _
AIDS Advisory Council says the Washington in July.
They met with
Both sides in the dispute said the _it has been approved," the court said doesn‘t even
agree with the
group is running out of time.
the president, Vice President Al court‘s Aug. 25 decision has little in an opinion by Justice Susan Legis
lature‘s intent in passing the
At least 10 members of the group Gore and AIDS Policy
. Graber.
Director realistic effect.
law, which Mabon said was to stop
have HIV, the virus that causes Patsy Fleming.
She said the state law "is not in— the elections.
The unanimous ruling concerned
AIDS, or they have AIDS. Seven
One of the suggestions was to an anti—Gay initiative measure pro— tended to prevent local elections on
He said the OCA has abandoned
members are still left to be ap— hold an AIDS summit
. Nashville has posed in Klamath Falls in 1993 by initiativepetitions such as the one at local initiative drive
s because they
pointed.
been listed as a possible site.
the Oregon Citizens Alliance. Simi— issue in this case."
seem pointless.
"If there is not something done
"People living with the virus need lar OCA—backed measures have
The law barring local anti—Gay
"The courts have taken away our
in a year, we will dissolve ourselves to feel that someth
ing is going to been passed by voters in 26 cities and rights ordinances has been upheld by rights," he said.
because we don‘t want to be a part happen. They need
the Oregon Court of Appeals, and
to feel that," counties.
Mabon said the organization is
of window dressing," says Debbie Runions said. "You‘
d be amazed at
Foes claimed the proposed Kla— the Supreme Court has not an— focusing on putti
ng another state—
Runions, a member of the council.
the number of people who have lost math Falls ordinance should not nounced whether it will hear an ap—
wide measure on the ballot, to amend
"We don‘t have time to be a part heart and feel abando
ned. They need qualify for the ballot because of a peal of that ruling.
the Oregon Constitution to deny
of something that is not going to to know that the
The proposed Klamath Falls minority prote
president cares."
1993 state law.
ction based on sexual
move us forward. But we do believe
Although the group has asked
That law says local governments measure never got on the ballot be— behavior.
that (Clinton) is committed."
that the summit take place by the end cannot enact or enforce any ordi— cause backers did not collect enough
Oregon voters have twice de—
The group has been organizing of the year, Runions acknow
ledges nance that "grants special rights, petition signatures.
9
feate
d statewide anti—Gay rights
for three years.
it is a lofty, near unattainable goal.
Charles Hinkle, a Portland law— measures
privileges or treatment" to citizens
sponsored by the OCA.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Most Tennesseans being diagnosed
as HIV positive are contracting the
virus that causes AIDS through un—
protected sex, a state official says.
"The other way is a person injects
drugs and shares needles that have
contaminated blood on them," said
Herb Stone, who works in the state‘s
HIV program.
f
"Also, women that are HIV posi—
tive, pregnant and give birth, can
transmit it to the infant." _
___
Statistics also show a dramatic
\~—mswm»wminerease inthe number of women,
| Sik
Blacks and heterosexuals who tested
positive.
|
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The following editorial appeared in The
Center Line, the newsletter ofthe Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community Center. We
felt is deserved a wider readership. — Eds.
By Hunter Johnston
MGLCC President

Have you ever considered that the Mem—
phis metropolitan area has over one million
people in it? Using the traditional estimate
that 10 percent of those people are Gay or
Lesbian would mean there are over 100,000
Gays and Lesbians in this area.
Even using a more conservative estimate
of our numbers would still give one reason
to believe that there are many thousands of
us working, playing, living right here in the
tri—state area. But, out of those thousands
only a few support the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center. The facts are
disturbing.

Less than 10 people contribute to the
Community Center on a regular basis. That
is not less than 10 percent of the Gay and
Lesbian population, that is less than
. 1Opeople total! Even fewer people contrib—
ute their time and energy to staff the center
and keep it open. The Gay Switchboard has
only four regular volunteers. And the
Switchboard needs to be staffed seven
nights a week.
Please, do the math, and see for your—
self that the Community Center needs your
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SJC Nominee Fried Says He Is Battling
By Robert W. Trott
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Charles Fried
enlisted in the battle for Gay rights,
but politics made him the Unknown
Soldier.

sexuals from discrimination.
But he didn‘t sign the brief, Tribe
said Aug. 14, because groups op—
posed to his nomination to the state
Supreme Judicial Court have painted
him as a conservative trying to mas—
querade as a moderate.

Fried joined the legal attack on
an anti—Gay law, helping fellow
Harvard Law School professor
Laurence Tribe and other scholars
write a friend—of—the—court brief op—
posing Colorado‘s ban on laws and
policies designed to protect homo—
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MelissaKogutofMassChoice
alsodismantle
accusedabortion
Fried rights
of "working
to
while
he
wassolicitorgeneral,"andtookex—
ceptiontoFried‘scontentionthatthe
debatei
s settled.
Shesaidseveralabortion—related
issues—parentalconsent,insurance
coverageforstateworkersandwait—
ing periods— could come up be—
forethestatehighcourt.
DorothyA. KellyGay,amem—
beroftheGovernor‘sCouncil,said
shecan‘tpredicthowtheeightcoun—
cillors
will vote. While undecided
herself,KellyGaysaidMondayshe
doeshavesomeconcerns,theabor—
tionquestionamongthem.
Theoverridingissue, however,
is Fried‘stemperament,shesaid.
WeldnominatedFriedtoreplace
JosephNolan,whoreachedtheman—
datory
retirement age of70 earlier
thissummer.
FriedsaidheandWeld‘soffice
haveprepared"at
er onifichislineup"of
witnesses
to
testify
behalf,
includingHarvardUniversityPresi—
dentNeilRudenstine;John
Fenton,
dean
ofSuffolk
Law
School
and a
formerjudge;andHarvardLawpro—
fessorRandallKennedy.
onebreadthTribesaidtheSJCneedssome—
of Fried‘s
stature
to bringis im—"a
ofvision
that
Ithink
portant
high—
estpreeminentplacei
courtin ofhelpingrestorethe
Massachusettsto
t onceoccupied."
"Someofthejusticesonthecur—
rentcourtareindividualsofconsid—
erable
capacity reputation
and talent,isbutnotasthe
court‘snational
high as I think it once was," Tribe
said.
Ifapproved,Friedwouldbethe
135th
person to sit on the state‘s
highestcourt,whichwascreatedin
1692astheSupremeCourtofJudi—
catureoftheProvinceofMassachu—
setts
The nameAmerican
was changed
inlution.1782,Bay.afterthe
Revo—
NinejusticeshaveusedtheSJC
asaspringboardtohigheroffice—
three
went
tobecame
the U.S.U.S.Supreme
Court,
three
attorney
general,
and
three
moved
governor‘soffice. to the
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"Healreadyhadbeenaccusedby
Gaytotheirinterests,anddidn‘twantto
rights groups ofbeing hostile
beaccusedofcozyinguptothem,"
Tribesaid.
Inadditiontoaccusationshef
lip—
flopped
on
abortion
and
opposes
manylawsaimedatprotectingGays
andminoritiesfromdiscrimination,
liberal
groups
opposed to the 60—
year—old
Fried‘snominationsayhe
doesn‘thavethe"characterandin—
tegrity"tos
court.It all willit onthestate‘shighest
be airedwhich
when hasthe
Governor‘s
Council,
poweroverGov.WilliamF.Weld‘s
judicial
picks, holds apublic hear—
ingWednesdayattheStatehouse.
"Nobodyintegrity,"
enjoys attacks
on a
person‘s
Fried
said.
"That‘swhat
thatintegrity
amountswilltobe. Thean
subject
of
my
important
onewithto themepeople
who
have
worked
and
known
me.""Ifeelslightlyembarrassedand
sillytosay,
‘I amanhonestman,"‘
hesaythat."
said. "I think
other people will
Assolicitorgeneralinthe1980s,
Fried
led the Reagan
administration‘sattemptstooverturn
thegalizingabortion.
1973 Roev. Wadedecision le—
Friedsaysrighthepersonally
athoughtthenthatRoev.Wadewas
woman‘s
to choose,favorsbut
wronginstatingthatthe
U.S. Con—
stitutionguaranteedthatright.
Now,hesaid,legalprecedenthas
establishedabortionrightsaslaw.
"It‘ssettledlaw,andit is awell—
settledlaw,"hesaid.
Thatexplanationhasnotsetwell
witheithersideontheabortionde—
bate."He‘sbeen al overthe issue,"
saiddirectorforMassachusettsCitizens
Arlene Champoux, legislative
forLife."All
wecansayis thatwe
encouragehisearlierbeliefthatRoe
v.Wadewasbadlaw."
SarahWunsch,leaderoftheanti—
FriedCommitteeforaJustSupreme
Court,calledhim"aguywhos
i th—
ersaroundandchangeshisposition
whenconvenient."
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Dies
Activist Who Founded National Coming Out Day
Lesbian and women‘s rights in Los
Angeles.
In 1978, he founded The Experi—
ence, a community—based workshop
that inspired people to reveal their ho—
mosexuality to family and friends,
Ward said.
Eichberg moved to Santa Fe in

1988 — the same year he co—founded
National Coming Out Day with Jean
O‘Leary of Los Angeles, Ward said.
National Coming Out Day is observed
annually on Oct. 11.
A gathering to celebrate his life is
scheduled for 1 p.m. Saturday at the
Santa Fe Ski Basin lodge. A celebra—

tion also is to be scheduled in Los
Angeles at a later date, Ward said.
Eichberg is survived by his partner,
Jon Landstrom ofSanta Fe; his mother,
Shirley Greenes; his father, Norman
Eichberg; and brothers Peter Eichberg
and Steven Eichberg, all of the Los
Angeles area.
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couraging them to go out and do some—
TESUQUE, N.M. (AP) — Robert
thing with that knowledge," Sheppod
H. Eichberg, a psychologist who tried
to bridge the gap between Gay and * said.
Honey Ward of Santa Fe, a friend
non—Gay segments ofsociety, has died
and colleague, said Eichberg helped
of complications of AIDS.
"thousands of people — people who
Eichberg was 50 when he died
had literally lived lives of quiet des—
Aug. 11 at his home in Tesuque.
peration, people who thought their
Eichberg‘s book, Coming Out: An
lives were not going to get any better,
Act ofLove, has become required read—
people who thought they would always
ing for friends and family of Gays and
Lesbians, said Lynn Shepodd of Santa be second—class citizens."
In an interview with The Associ—
Fe, president of the Santa Fe Lesbian,
ated Press in 1993, Eichberg said
Gay and Bi Pride Committee.
"Most people think they don‘t know
"If you care to have any relation—
anyone Gay or Lesbian, and in fact
ship with Gay people, his book is es—
everybody does. It is imperative that
sential," Shepodd said. "It accurately
we come out and let people know who
describes the process that Gay and
Lesbian people go through in their we are and disabuse them oftheir fears
and stereotypes."
coming out.
Eichberg was born in Brooklyn in
Eichberg also was a co—founder of
1945
and lived most of his life in Los
National Coming Out Day.
Angeles.
"His whole life‘s work was about
His activism began more than two
bridging the gap between Gay and non—
decades ago with the founding of a
Gay communities, allowing people to
political action committee for Gay,
discover who they are, and really en—

Fred Phelps Convicted on
Two Counts
EMPORIA, Kan. (AP) —Convic—
tions on two misdemeanor counts of
disorderly conduct apparently don‘t
bother anti—homosexual activist the
Rev. Fred Phelps.
"If you guys knew how little this
bothers me, you wouldnt even be ask—
ing me questions," Phelps told report—
ers after the verdict was read on Aug.
11.
A Lyon County, Kansas jury de—
liberated about 50 minutes before re—
turning the guilty verdicts against
Phelps, who was charged with shout—
ing insults at a group of six people go—
ing into a Topeka restaurant to
celebrate a woman‘s 86th birthday.
"This isjust another little skirmish,"
said Phelps, pastor of Westboro Bap—
tist Church.
Phelps said he plans to challenge
the constitutionality of the state‘s dis—
orderly conduct statute "all the way to
the Supreme Court."
It was the last of several trials in—
volving six members ofthe church, all
charged with misdemeanors in inci—
dents in Topeka last year and this year.
The cases were transferred from To—
peka to Emporia on a change ofvenue.
Defense witnesses, all members of
Phelps‘ church, testified Friday that at
no time on July 7, 1994, did Phelps
stand in front of the Topeka restaurant
and shout offensive names at the six
people.

Prosecution witnesses testified that
Phelps called them names, including
"queer faggot" and "whores" before
they entered the restaurant.
Eric Ridenour, the group‘s limou—
sine driver, said he approached Phelps,
wanting "to rip his head off" before
being surrounded by picketers.
Jonathan Phelps. the defendant‘s
son, said the incident did not involve
his father. The younger Phelps said
Ridenour told the picketers not to
bother the group because it included
an elderly woman, Margarite Hanlon,
now 87.
Jonathan Phelps said he and James
Hockenbarger exchanged words with
Ridenour and Topeka attorney John
Hamilton, culminating in Hamilton
telling the 300—pound Jonathan Phelps
to "eat a salad, skinny."
#
"Nobody said anything directly to
any women going in there," the
younger Phelps added.
Hamilton testified that he did not
have any conversation with Jonathan
Phelps on July 7.
Shawnee County Attorney Joan
Hamilton, who is no relation to John
Hamilton, said the rebuttal witnesses
were the key to winning the convic—
tion.
"This is a good ending in Lyon
County," she said. "I hope members
of the community will continue to
come forward."
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Mother Agrees to Let Former

SALThasLAKE
CITYfrom
(AP)jail—af—A
mother
been
freed
terandpromising
toformerLesbian
obey a court order
allow
her
ner"I‘ll
to visitcomply
herson.with the court‘spart—or—
ders,"Aug.the 3woman
known
asCourt
C.D.
said
in
a
3rd
District
hearingin
Salt LakeCity. "I‘ll show
good
faith."
Judge Leslie A. tojail
LewisAug.sent1 thefor
28—year—oldwoman

not arranging visits between her 4—
year—old son, Gary, and Angie Icaza.
Lewis ruled in February that
Icaza was to get temporary visita—
tion. But C.D. moved to Maryland
three days after the ruling and did
not contact Icaza for months.
Icaza, 43, asserts she is Gary‘s
second parent and is suing for per—
manent visitation rights. The boy
was conceived through artificial in—
semination while C.D. was living

I
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Steam Clean
Pretreat
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with Icaza in Salt Lake City.
C.D.‘s initials are used to protect
her identity.
Lewis has ruled Icaza assumed
the status and obligations of a par—
ent by financially supporting the
boy. The women were in court Tues—
day for a one—day trial on Icaza‘s
request for a permanent visitation
schedule with Gary. The judge has
not yet ruled on that issue.
Meanwhile, the judge granted
Icaza an extended visit with Gary,
to make up for the time missed since
February. The judge ordered the boy

to remain in Utah with lcaza until
Aug. 18.
To protect the boy, the judge or—
dered the women to "convey no im—
pression of hostility" so that he "feels
good" about the visits.
The hearing also resulted in at—
torneys for Icaza and C.D. agreeing
to a "voluntary" gag order.
The order comes after criticism
of the judge by C.D.‘s sister was re—
ported in the Deseret News Aug. 2.
"It is obvious that Judge Lewis
doesn‘t care about (Gary and his
brother‘s) physical or emotional

welfare," the sister said. "It is my
opinion. that Judge Lewis. has put
herself above the almighty creator
in her effort to redefine the tradi—
tional family by forcing this ‘non—
biological, homosexual parent‘s
visitation rights,"" she said.
"My sister is not a Lesbian, no
matter what it appears," the woman
said. "She is a kind, trusting and
vulnerable single parent who the le—
gal system has failed. She saved her
money to return to Utah for a fair
hearing and was punished for doing
So. »

CustodyCase Goes To Federal Court
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MADISON, Wis. (AP) — The
mother of a 6—year—old boy believes
her constitutional rights will be vio—
lated if a former Lesbian lover gets
court permission to visit her child, a
civil suit says.
The lawsuit filed in U.S. District
Court on behalf of Elsbeth Knott
requests an injunction preventing
Sandra Holtzman from winning a
state—court ruling in the dispute.
The Wisconsin Supreme Court
sent the case June 13 to Circuit Judge
George Northrup to consider
Holtzman‘s claim to visitation rights.
The two Madison women have

disputed the visitation issue since
their breakup in January 1993.
Court records say they met in
1983 in Boston and bought a house
together, exchanging rings in a cer—
emony in September 1984.
Holtzman attended childbirth
classes with Knott and was present
when the boy was born. The pair
moved to Madison in June 1992,
where Holtzman attended law
school.
After the breakup, Holtzman filed
for custody and visitation rights, say—
ing she had acted in the role of a
parent.

Northrup ruled in 1993 he could
grant neither custody or visitation
because there was no court action
such as a divorce petition.
However, the Supreme Court
ruled Holtzman could pursue her
argument in Northrup‘s court.
Knott‘s federal court suit, filed
Tuesday by Madison attorney
Charles
Schutte,
describes
Holtzman‘s claims as "intrusions"
by a non—family member.
The claim is "denying her the
rights generally given an intact mari—
tal family to be free from govern—
ment intrusion."

Hate Crimes Discussed at Santa Fe Forum
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Gov.Gary Johnson‘svetoofan — “Phéy‘tendto ‘happeifﬂesame
SANTA FE (AP) — Some Gay
men in New Mexico would be hesi— — anti—hate crime measure during the place in the same community with
tant to report hate crimes commit— 1995 legislative session has sparked the same target group."
The vetoed measure would have
ted against them, homosexuals said a campaign to pass a state hate
toughened
penalties for crimes com—
crimes
bill.
at a forum.
Leading the campaign for a New mitted because of the victim‘s color,
They said they were concerned
about whether police have been Mexico hate crimes bill is District sexual orientation, religion, race,
trained to deal specifically with such Attorney Henry Valdez, who was on gender or disability.
The basic prison sentence would
the panel.
crimes.
"There should be greater punish— have been increased by a year for
"Don‘t let us bully you by mak—
ing you afraid to report (a hate crime) ment ... and we‘ll see it someday if first—time felony convictions if the
to us," said Santa Fe Sheriff Benjie we get one other person to agree with court determined the crime was a
us," Valdez said, referring to the hate crime. Thirty days would have
Montano.
been added to the sentence of some—
Montano was part of the panel governor.
Valdez said that whlle 7 percent one convicted of a first—time misde—
discussion on hate crimes in Santa
Fe that was attended Aug. 8 by about of crimes overall are violent, 50 per— meanor determined to be a hate
crime.
200 people. Several told stories cent of hate crimes ‘are violent.—
Valdez said 44 states have some
‘They
tend
to
be
serial,"
he
said.
about being victims of hate crimes.

kind of hate crimes bill.
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Decisions of the Soul:
By Hilary Groutage
Associated Press Writer

Marriage and Homosexuality Don‘t Mix

trying.
They were busy in the early years
of their marriage. He was a Mormon

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — For
most, it started when people they
trusted told them to get married, that
being with a woman would help their
"problem."
Without exception, the experi—
ence ended in heartbreak.
Now, they say, marriage and ho—
mosexuality — like oil and water —
don‘t mix for long.
At a session of the annual
Sunstone Symposium Aug. 11, a
panel of Gay men shared their ex—
periences chronicled in Decisions of
the Soul: The Issues And Diverse
Responses To Homosexuality In
Heterosexual Marriage.
The book was published in April
by the Family Fellowship, a Provo—
based support group for families
with Gay and Lesbian members. The
book is a collection of 17 stories of
Gay people in heterosexual mar—
riages.
‘Steve and Allison Dunn of Logan
were the only couple to share their
story. They are divorcing, but have
undertaken a crusade of sorts to let
people know that marriage doesn‘t
cure — or even help homosexual—
ity.
f
But they say it isn‘t for a lack of

"I know there are thousands of

He eventually fell in love with a

other couples in various stages like

man and confessed his feelings to his

my wife and I," he said.

bishop in the 1970s.

bishop, she was president of the pri—
mary.

After more than two years, they

"Did I fall in love with her? I was

"I was promised in a blessing that

fascinated with her, I am proud of
her, I admire her and miss her," he

feel stronger. They are divorcing, but

if I married a daughter of God in the

"If devotion and effort, if fasting

are determined to be effective par—

temple, I would be cured," he said.

and prayer, if dedicating time and

ents to their four children, ages 13—

paying tithing could have altered our

19.7

lives, it would have happened," she
wrote in the book.

Killian approached his marriage
like a business decision.

See Marriage on page 26

%
Same—Sex

Rob Killian, a physician from

Commission

Rochester, N.Y., faced the audience

But nothing helped.

Head

in tears.

Allison continually blamed her—

"I just left my sons and I don‘t

self for his lack of physical attention

get to see them that often," he said.

and was sure he found her repulsive.

His entry, "No Longer Afraid"

Steve thought he was evil.

Can

She discovered he was Gay after

sions to Mormon bishops and years
he felt trapped in a painful marriage.

Gay that a friend had given him.

He knew he was Gay from the time

They got counseling and kept the

he was 12 years old, but it came

news from their families for a time.

crashing home to him while listen—

be

of

Deadline

Met

HONOLULU (AP) — The head of a state commission studying the

tells of suicidal thoughts, confes—

she found a book, Loving Someone

Unsure

issue of same—sex marriage says it may be hard to come up with a set of
recommendations within the four—month time period set by the governor.
The panel headed by former Gov. Tom Gill is supposed to report to
lawmakers before the start of the next legislative session on whether same—
sex couples should have the same legal and economic benefits afforded
heterosexual couples.

"The problem is, you can‘t even

ing to a talk at church.

talk about the problem," she said.

Gill says it will be difficult to complete the report by that time.

"I didn‘t understand what the

"You live with this person. You

bishop was talking about. This mas—

know what kind of toothpaste he

turbation thing. He said that horrible

The matter of same—sex marriages remains in the hands of the state court
system, but a Circuit judge in July postponed trial until July 1996. Trial was
set to begin in September.

likes, you know everything about

thing led people to homosexuality. I

him. You have this friend you adore

knew he was talking about me," he

and it‘s like you have to cut off your

said. "But I hadn‘t even done it so

right arm because you can‘t have

how could I be homosexual?"

Ward Stewart, a Gay rights activist who has been with his same—sex
partner for 39 years, doubts the commission will come up with any recom—
mendations, no matter how much time they are given.

him anymore."

"They wouldn‘t come up with anything, no matter how much time you

Killian, like the others on the

During the presentation, the

panel, was diligent in his church

couple stood side—by—side and de—

work, served a mission and was

tailed their 20 years of marriage and

counseled to marry. But at one point,

struggle.

gave them," Stewart said. "There‘s no reason why my lover and I shouldn‘t
be married if that‘s what we wanted."

he "spied" on homosexuals in Wash—

Same—sex marriage opponent Reverend Harold Headrick says the com—
mission should be able to come up with a plan within the four—month pe—
riod set by Gov. Ben Cayetano.

He calls her his "personal savior"

ington, D.C. because he wanted to
"I don‘t think the issue will keep hanging around like it has," Headrick

know what one looked like.

and he remains her best friend.

said. "I think ultimately the Legislature will make a decision."
paige
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Gay-nghts Coalition Speaks Out
CourtCornelia
of Appeals,
with Judges
Alan E. Norris public housing and public accommodations.
By JeffTindall
and
G.
Kennedy
concurring.
Associated
Press Writer
The law listed sexual orientation among anti—
Scott
Greenwood,
an
American
Civil
Liber—
discrimination categories including race, color,
ties
Union
attorney
for
the
plaintiffs,
said
the
CINCINNATI
(AP)
—
A
coalition
of
religion and age.
appellate
court‘s
decision
was wrong.
[groupsopposedtowhatitcallsspecialrights
The 1993 amendment approved by voters
forofanhomosexuals
has
reaffirmed
its
support
"The6th
Circuit
ignoredthousandsofpages
repealed the sexual—orientation provision and
andupJudge
Spiegel‘s
75—pageopin—
appeals court ruling that
Gays are not ofevidence
ion,
and
made
factual
conclusions
of their
specificallyentitledtocivil
rightsprotection.
own,"Greenwoodsaidin
atelephoneinterview
Gay—rights
activists
on
Aug.
9
asked
the
Wednesday.
U.S.charter
Supremeamendment
Court to throw
out a the
Cincin—
Living with
Burress‘s
group
supported
the
1993
amend—
nati
forbidding
city
ment.one,He said
the 6th
Circuit decision
wasade—the
from enacting
or enforcing laws based on right
sexual
orientation.
and
that
homosexuality
was
not
AIDS
finable
class.
Alphonse
Gerhardstein,
a
lawyer
forthe
"If it?"
a person
claims he‘s
Gay,
how doespoliti—he should not be
activists,
said hewhetherto
hopesthecourtwill
decide
prove
Burresssaid.
"This
isn‘tabout
inside
Octoberon
hear
the
case.
His
rightsorhousinganyway,what
appeal.faced a deadline today for filing the calforsodomy
to be accepted as normalthey want is — a financial
Phil Burress,
chairman ofEqual Rights,
1986
NotSpecial
Rights,saidhisgroupwashappy
challenge...
that upheld Georgia‘s anti—sodomy laws.
toseethecasegobeforetheSupremeCourt.
we‘re saying is, homosexuals already
"WeBurress
are extremely
confident
we will have"What
all the rights they need in the Bill of Rights,"
win,"
said
in
an
interview.
said. "They don‘t need any more rights."
— U.S.TheDistrictJudge
appellate court‘s
ruling threw out Burress
The Equality Foundation of Greater Cincin—
S.
ArthurSpiegel‘sAu—
nati, a group called Housing Opportunities Made
gust unconstitutionally
1994decisionthatsaidtheamendment
Equal and five Gay residents are seeking to have
was
vague.
Spiegel
said
amendment overturned.
itviolated
free—speech and equal—protection theThey
said the Cincinnati amendment denies
rightsVoters
ofhomosexuals.
homosexuals a fundamental right to political
approved
the
amendment
in
No—
Coping with a personal crisis
vember 1993.
participation and that the amendment should not
should
at least be on your own
be
allowed
to
exist
because
it
represents
a
pri—
"Those persons having a homosexual vate prejudice made into law.
. terms.
§
orientationsimplydonot,assuch,comprise
City Council in 1992 had approved a human
anKrupansky
identifiable
class,"
Judge
Robert
B.
Selling your life insurance policy
wrote for the 6th U.S. Circuit rights ordinance forbidding discrimination in

ol4semes

CRCP

remi

Anti

prohibited the city from enacting or enforcing
any similar laws. The vote led some organiza—
tions to cancel conventions in the city in pro—
test of what they said was prejudice against
homosexuals.

behavior,
so they can get married."
Burress cited a Supreme Court ruling in
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Living

Life with

by Rhan Jackson —

*»

When I first heard about the
AIDS Mastery Workshop, I imme—
diately thought of all the reasons
why I should not participate. After
all, I had heard that the graduates of
the Mastery Weekend actually ex—
plored the reality of AIDS in their
lives.
The people that graduated from
the AIDS Mastery Workshop im—
pressed me. Caregivers of PWAs,
people in the medical profession,
HIV—positive persons, people with
AIDS, family members, friends, Gay
and non—Gay, have all participated
in the weekend.
I wasn‘t sure if I was ready to get
rid of my denial and recognize that
AIDS had indeed changed my life. I
‘had recently lost my partner, my best
friend and 10 other close friends and
— discovered that I was HIV—positive,
the denial and fear mixed with an—
ger and confusion about AIDS was
affecting everything I did.
This workshop provided me with
an environment for me to get back
in touch with myself. It was a safe,
nurturing, non—threatening environ—
ment to deal with AIDS and other
issues. I was always in control dur—
ing the weekend and everybody
made their own choices about what

Passion

happens.
The weekend inspired me to love
myself again, to take better care of
myself and do what I wanted to make
me happy. One month after my
weekend, I met a wonderful person
who has been my partner ever since.
I took a fantastic new job offer in
Memphis and began living again. I
«was elated when I heard about the
AIDS Mastery Workshop in Mem—
phis. The magic of the weekend con—
tinued for me as I meet more
wonderful people for support and
love.
Everything about the workshop
that I attended brings me a warm
feeling and puts a smile on my face.
My Mastery Weekend was over four
years ago. It gave me everything I
need to live with the epidemic. I
learned to live life with passion.
It is very easy to come up with rea—
sons not to participate in the AIDS
Mastery Workshop. Find in yourself,
whatever it takes to attend, and when
you complete the weekend you will
be able to think ofall the reasons why
you were glad that you did.
The next Mastery Weekend Work—
shop is going to be Sept. 22, 23 and
24. If you would like more informa—
tion about the Memphis AIDS Mas—
tery Workshop, call Ronnie Gardino
at 767—2182.

Alliance Bear/

Dessert Squirt/Pie Throw to

Bare Club Night

Benefit MGLCC
Submitted by Alliance .
Alliance Leather/Levi club will
hold a benefit for the Memphis
Gay & Lesbian Community Cen—
ter on Sat., Sept. 9. The benefit will
consist of a "dessert squirt." And
what is that, you ask ?
For a donation you get to squirt
a favorite dessert topping onto one
of several "volunteers." Then, if
you so choose, you can lick it off!
This venture was held several
years ago with great success, so
it‘s time to revive this and help
MGLCC.
Another facet is being added
this time around: a pie throw will

GMy

Submitted by Alliance
also be held.
f
To the highest bidder will go
the pleasure of throwing and/or
smearing a tasty pie into
someone‘s face. We could tell you
who some of the pie throwing re—
cipients will be, but that would
take a lot of the mystery out of it,
so you‘ll have to attend to see for
yourself.
Be assured that there will be
those who are known and maybe
not so well—known in the Gay com—
munity.
Mark your calendar for Sept. 9
starting at 10 p.m. at Club 501/
505. Come out for a fun time and
help support MGLCC

Alliance Leather/Levi club will
have a bear/bare club night on Sat.,
Sept. 30 at the Pipeline starting at
10:00 p.m
For those into bears, this is the
night to set a trap and snare your fa—
vorite one. Also, for those not into
bears, this will also be a bare night,
where you can bare as much as you
dare!
Prizes will be awarded for the
best "bear"and best "bare." Help get
yourself ready for the fall and win—
ter seasons. Start working on your
bear/bare traps now. See you there!
Don‘t forget to bring your cub along,
too. Grrr.

Chorus Set to Start New Season
The Memphis Lambda Men‘s
Chorus will begin rehearsing regu—
larly again on Tues., Sept. 12, at 7:30
p.m. at the Memphis Gay and Les—
bian Community Center, 1486
Madison.
The chorus took a summer re—
hearsal break after its spring concert.
This followed the loss of the group‘s
musical director, John Palmer, and
its accompanist, John Cargile, due

to changes in their employment situ—
ations.
The members of the chorus will
meet over Labor Day weekend to
chose a new director. Aaron Foster,
president of the group , said they had
several good candidates for the po—
sition.
The group had previously chosen
a new accompanist, Jeremy Rainey.
Anyone interested in joining the

chorus is welcome to attend one of
the Tuesday evening rehearsals at
the MGLCC.
If you can‘t sing, but are inter—
ested in helping with a support group
for the chorus, please come to a re—
hearsal, too. The support group
would handle organizational aspects
for the chorus such as publicity,
ticket sales and fund raising.
gesamteso se

Pantry Wish List
deodorant » shampoo « razors —
baby and adult diapers » paper products
pasta » cream soup «canned veggies » cereal « canned meat!
Drop Items by Friends For Life
at 1450 Poplar — 9—5:30 weekdays
Friends For Life
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THE GAY ALTERN
ATIVE
FM 90

MONDAY EVENINGS 6:00 PM
— 7:00 PM

930 South Cooper
(901) 276—0282
Open Wed.—Sat. 10—6, Sun. 1—5
Please Join Us
Friday, September22, 6—8 p.m.
for a
"HOMECOMING"
BOOKSIGNING
with Memphis Native
GLORIA WADE—GAyYLEsS
Author, My Soul Is a Witness and
Pushed Back to Strength
and
Meristems‘s 5th Birthday Celebration

P.O. BOX 41773

\
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Meristem)
>
Books &More for Women & Their Friends

*

38104

(801) 528—1990

Sheridan

Joyce
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Grief Counseling

¥

Depression/Anxiety

6263

*

Counseling

Poplar Ave

¥

Counseling

Suite

901—761—9178
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24—Hour Gay and
An automated 24—hour Gay and
Lesbian Switchboard is slated to
debut Sept. 7 as part of an expanded
service of the Gay and Lesbian Com—
munity Center.
The computer—run voice—mail
system will provide information for
callers when live operators are not
available. _
The Switchboard, now in its20th

year, will continue to be staffed by
trained volunteers from 7:30— 11:00
p.m. daily.
Live operators are still needed
and a training session is scheduled
for Sun., Sept. 10 at 4:00 p.m. at the
Community Center.

Lesbian Switchboard Set to Debut Sept. 7

The automated Switchboard will
provide much of the basic informa—
tion about the Gay and Lesbian com—
munity through a voice—mail menu
system that live operators provide
now.
Topics include information about
the Gay and Lesbian Community
Center; bar, restaurant, and coffee—
house information; counselors spe—
cializing in Gay and Lesbian issues;
Gay and Lesbian religious organi—
zations; and community groups and
organizations.
The system is being run on a do—
nated computer with software pur—
chased to create as many as 999

Elections for Pride Board
at Next Meeting

voice—mail boxes. It will also serve
as an answering system for the Com—
munity Center.
An additional feature of the sys—
tem is the ability to automatically
call a list of phone numbers and play
a message to alert interested parties
about upcoming events.
MGLCC President Hunter
Johnston says the Center will imme—
diately begin gathering the phone
numbers of people interested in this
service. He says it may be imple—
mented to remind people of the
Center‘s special events.
While the Center‘s voice—mail—
box is the only one on the system
which will accept messages, the sys—
tem has the capability of establish—
ing voice—mail options for
community organizations which do
not currently have telephones.
The Gay and Lesbian Switch—

rated at the Pipeline (on Wednesday)
and Memphis Pride volunteers will Bailey ‘and
circulate among Memphis night
spots the previous weekend. This Presley Elected
will be used as an opportunity for
to FFL Board
the new board members to meet
Attorney D‘Army Bailey and
people in the community and listen
community
activist Matthew Presley
to reactions to this year‘s celebration. |
The limited edition "Party With a were elected to a three—year terms
Purpose" souvenir bandanas will be as a Friends For Life board mem—
bers. The election was held Aug. 23
available as well.
The date for next year‘s parade at the FFL annual meeting
Mr. Bailey has been active in civil
has been set for the second week—
end in June. The popular buttons and rights law and was one of the instru—
T—shirts are still available at Mer— mental forces in bringing about the
istem Books and will be available at National Civil Rights Museum in
the meeting. The limited edition sou— Memphis. He is also a former can—
venir bandanas will also be available didate for the position of Mayor of
Memphis.
at the meeting.
Mr. Presley, a long—time Gay ac—
tivist, was a former Mr. Leather Ten—
Center Hosts Fine Art Show nessee 1991 titleholder and has _
Kris Hanley was best known as spearheaded fund—raising efforts in
In September, as a part of its con—
‘tinuing Cultural Series, a special the costumer for Opera Memphis the Gay community for many years.
showing of the works of the late Kris and Southern Opera Theatre for over Last year he was active in helping
design the stage and hall decorations
F. Hanley is scheduled for the week— 20 years. His works of art have only
—
for the Friends For Life Halloween
been
shown
posthumously.
This
se—
end of the 15, 16 and 17. The
monthly Potluck will take place on lection of paintings and drawings party.
The election brings the number of
~ the 16th and all works in the exhibi— will be of interest particularly to ad—
board
members to 14 with one va—
mirers of the male form.
tion will be available for purchase.
cancy.
In other action, the Friends For Life _
Cummins Foundation
board approved a new logo and de—
cided to formally incorporate as
Grants $10 K To FFL
Friends For Life. The agency was
originally incorporated as the Aid to
The Cummins Foundation has out of our volunteers," said Allen
End AIDS Committee in 1985 and has
made a grant to the Friends For Life Cook, Friends For Life Executive
never officially changed that name.
AIDS Resource Center for $10,000. Director.
According to Allen Cook, the
"We hope that by spreading the
The grant was madeto fund the
agency‘s executive director, not hav—
agency‘s support team program responsibility for support services
ing the corporate name the same as the
which places teams of volunteets over a number of volunteers, we can
name under which the organization
with HIV positive and AIDS— circumvent the problems we en—
was
doing business was causing some
countered in a one—on—one situation."
infected clients in need.
minor
problems. For example, the Post
The Cummins Foundation grant
Support teams provide basic sup—
Office
has indicated that it will no
portive services to the agency‘s cli— will provide funds to hire a person
longer
process
bulk mail with a Friends
ents including transportation living with AIDS to coordinate the
For
Life
return
address because the
services, shopping and house clean— support team program on a part—time
permit
is
under
the
corporate name of
ing services, and emotional support. basis.
the organization.
"Part
of
the
rationale
of
this
grant
The support team is an evolution
The new logo which will be incor—
of the former "buddy" program is to provide part—time employment
porated
on a sign on FFL‘s new quar—
which Friends For Life has main— to a person living with AIDS who
ters
will
read "Friends For Life AIDS
can coordinate the activities of the
tained for 10 years.
Resource Center."
support
teams
and
to
make
sure
the
"We found the one—on—one rela—
The board also approved a
tionships established in the buddy clients are benefitting from the ser—
$364,000
operating budget for fiscal
program resulted in premature burn— vice we‘re offering," Cook said.
year 1995—96.
At the next meeting of Memphis
Pride, Sat., Sept. 9 at 10 a.m. at
MGLCC, the new board of directors
will be elected. Nominations may be
made in writing at any time and will
be accepted from the floor. Five di—
rectors are elected who then decide
who will hold which position. A
slate of officers has been presented
who are Dennis Kijowski and Andy
Cain, Co—Chairs; Paul Biscontine,
Secretary; Carol Molder, Treasurer
and John Billis, Parliamentarian.
Next year‘s slogan and a contest for
next year‘s poster will also be dis—
cussed. All are welcome and any
constructive input is welcome.
National Coming Out Day,
Wed.,, Oct. 11, will be commemo—

board is an information, counseling
and referral service. It is not a phone—
sex or dating service and does not
provide voice—mail boxes for indi—
viduals.

The project was established by
Switchboard Coordinator Allen
Cook and has been in the planning
and programming stages for more
than months.:
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All Specials are for domestic beers only
Super Bucket Night
Monday Night T7—9
5 for $7."
2 for $3."
Tuesday
7—9
1." beer
Wednesday
T—9
The Live Sounds of
Thursday
9—10
Melissa Dawn 1."drinks
Disco Night
Friday
10—2
Midnight Madness!!!
Mid—2am Beer only $7."
Showtime at 9:30 pm
Saturday
$1." drinks during show
$1." Longnecks
Sunday
Talent Night
Midnight Special

Saturday Nights
_ 9:30 —10:30
SHOWTIME
with
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Restaurant Workers Cited for Taun
ting

Two Customers
DENVER (AP) — Two fast—
food restaurant employees were
cited by police for disturbing the
peace after they allegedly called two
customers homosexuals and refused
to serve them.
f
"Supposedly, the two Gay gentle—
men were called ‘faggots‘ by a
couple of employees of the Burger
King," police Sgt. Mike Hughes said
Aug. 9.
<
Paul Marshall and an unnamed

friend complained to police about
the alleged incident on the evening
of Aug. 6 at a Burger King restau—
rant in west Denver. Hughes said
restaurant staff apologized and gave
the men a corporate telephone num—
ber.
"If you heard the malice that was
in these people‘s voice, you would
know and know well that this was
definitely hate, you know?"
Marshall told KMGH—TV.

turNEEDS mathert............... OH
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Charges Dismissed For

Women Arrested At Gay
Hughes said employees Leroy
Duran, 18, and Christopher Negrete,
20, were cited for disturbing the
peace, accused of using "offensive
language calculated to provoke a
breach of the peace."
Denver has an ethnic intimidation
law, but it does not apply to situa—
tions in which a person is taunted
about sexual orientation, Hughes
said.

‘Wings‘ Star Steven Weber
Says Gay
Scene Wasn‘t Difficult
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Wings
slightly odd was that I wasn‘t used
TV star Steven Weber says it wasn‘t
to getting beard coming back at me,"
difficult to kiss Days of Our Lives
Weber told
the TV show
heartthrob Michael T. Weiss in the Extra in an interview broadcast Aug. 7.
new Gay—themed comedy Jeffrey.
"That was a bit of a drag," he
"It was easy to do. It‘s not mys—
continued, adding if he is ever
terious at all. The only thing that was
asked to do another same—sex kiss— »

nt*mt den

ing scene he will ask a favor of his
co—star: "Shave! Shave! Shave!"
Meantime, Weber disclosed he
married MTV executive Juliette
Hohnan on July 29 in the bride‘s
hometown of London.
An.
.Eea

Rights Parade
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —The
city has dismissed charges against
five women accused of public inde—
cency for marching topless in a Gay—
rights parade.
The law prohibits the exposure
of private parts of the body. Courts
have ruled in several Ohio cases that
the law does not apply to a woman‘s
breasts, Rob Levering, an assistant
prosecutor, said Thursday.
He said the charges of public in—
decency were dropped this week at
the request of the prosecutor‘s office.

Pilots Forced To Leave HIV+
Woman Behind
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — Fright—
ened passengers forced the pilot of
an Egypt Air flight Aug. 20 to leave
behind an Ethiopian woman who
was being thrown out of the country
because she had the AIDS virus.
Mariam Mashari, 25, was or—
dered deported after she tested
positive for the virus. Once she
boarded the flight to Ethiopia, some
of the passengers found out, got

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) « 683—9649

tou DREAIS musthe filet ...... NON[

Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. « 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #2 (North)
2532 N. Watkins » 358—8642 /

— LINGERIE SPECIAL —
With Any Lingerie Purchase
Receive Second Lingerie Item (of Equal or Lesser Value) FREE!

WE NOW CARRY CD ROMS
"U—PICK—EM!" HOLIDAY VIDEO SALES —
and checks accepted at #1 and #2 :f

OPEN 7 DAYS

PROUDLY SERVING OUR COMMUNITY

&
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The women‘s attorney, Gregory
Meyers, said he expected the dis—
missals because of court rulings that
said it is not indecent for women to
bare their breasts.
"The emperor realized he had no
clothes, so he dismissed the
charges," Meyers said.
The women were arrested during
the annual Gay Pride Week parade
on June 25. They pleaded innocent.
About 5,000 people gathered for
the march and a festival.

Fresh & Permanent Flowers
Plants, Gifts & More
Daily Deliveries
Corporate Accounts
Award—Winning Design

LO d1l1C@
KIRK PAMPER
ALE.D.—P.F.C.I.
~901—274—5767 800—769—5767
Cooper at Young

frightened and forced the pilot to
have her taken off the plane, air—
port officials said.
was taken from the air—
portMashari
to a Cairo
The flight
later left forAddishospital.
Ababa, Ethiopia.
has around 560 AIDS
casesEgypt
andhasdeported
225 foreign—
ers who tested positive
the
AIDS virus. Despite healthforcam—
paigns
Egyptiansmanyhowshun
the
diseasetois teach
transmitted,
any contact with AIDS patients,
whoareusually detained in hospitals.
The airport officials said that
Mashari was employed as a maid
_ by an Egyptian actress, who de—
manded the woman undergo the
tests.
David Geffen
Gives $4 Million
For AIDS
LOSANGELES(AP)—Record
mogul David Geffen is giving $4
million to New York‘s Gay Men‘s
Health Crisis and a related organi—
zation — the largest single gift for
AIDS services, the GMHC said
Aug. 9.
"AIDS must be everyone‘s
fight," said Geffen, one of the
founders of the new DreamWorks
studio. "I hope my contribution will
encouragemorepeopletocome for—
wardandgivegenerously. In theface
of so much death, it‘s essential we
do all we can to support life."
The gift will be used by the
GMHCandGod‘s Love WeDeliver
to build a testing center at an unde—
termined site. The previous single
largestgiftwasalsogivenbyGeffen,
a $1 million donation, the GMHC
said.

PACKSTEEET
2018 Court Ave. » Memphis » 276—5522
Doors Open at 8 p.m. Seven Days a Week

Labor Day Weekend — Sunday,
We

Sept. 3

Will Be Open Until 6 a.m.

MONDAY
Karaoke Night

TUESDAY
Ladies‘ Night

Starts at 9
Doors Open at 8
Come Sing with the Best!

1 Longnecks till 11
For Ladies

THURSDAY
WEDNESDAY
$4 Beer Bust

Boys‘ Night Out

With Music from

1 Longnecks till 11

70s & 80s All Night

For the Boys

SPECIAL

EVERY

Saturday,

SHOW

Sept.

16

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
Our Dance Floor Is

Midnight
* Starring »

Open Until 6 a.m.
Nicole

Dubois

Miss Southern Elegeance

Tumara Mahorning
1st Runnerup
SUNDAY
1 Longnecks till 11

Miss Southern Elegance

By Ron Kampeas
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — Simon
Lawley says he fits Church of En—
gland godfather standards to a T:
He‘s monogamous, stands up for
his beliefs and has an abiding faith
in Jesus Christ.
Nevertheless, Lawley is Gay,
which is why officials at his local
parish banned him from the chris—
tening of his nephew and godchild,
Freddie.
Lawley‘s sister and brother—in—

law took the christening in April
to another, more liberal parish,
where the godfather was wel—
comed. But the ban once again
opened up the debate on the place
of Gays in the church.
"No one asked me about my
spiritual or moral nature or wel—
fare," Lawley told the British
Broadcasting Corp. on Aug. 14.
"As a practicing Gay man, I was
considered to be inappropriate as
a godfather — and that I consider
to be sheer bigotry."
— The rector of St. Peter‘s church

(

BREAKFAST
VICTORIAN INN
— #7 Lema St.
«
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
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in Farnborough, Hampshire — a
tweedy town just southwest of
London where Lawley owns a res—
taurant said he had no choice once
Freddie‘s mother, Elizabeth Toms,
revealed that her brother was Gay.
"The practice of homosexual—
ity, as opposed to homosexual ori—
entation, is not condoned in
Scripture," Canon Alan
Boddington said in a statement.
The local curate was "therefore
bound to give an opinion based on
biblical teaching."
Boddington‘s comments reflect
Church of England doctrine on
Gay clerics. In recent years, the
church has allowed Gays and Les—
bians to take up the cloth, as long
as they agree not to have homo—
sexual sex. Even senior bishops
have been able to acknowledge
their "ambiguous" sexuality.
There is no clear church ruling
on godparents, however, and
Lawley may be the first to press
the issue.
One church official says church
policy on Gay and Lesbian clerics
should not apply to godparents.
Bishop Richard Harris, who heads
the church‘s working group on
sex, says Gay and Lesbian godpar—
ents need not be celibate.

"If you have somebody who is
homosexual and in a stable rela—
tionship, who is clearly a godly,
loving, prayerful person, a sincere
follower of Jesus Christ, then I
think it would be quite wrong to
tell that person that they could no
longer be a godparent," Harris
said.
"It‘s quite wrong to have a kind
of inquisition of godparents," he
said.
Conservative clerics strongly
disagreed. Rev. David Holloway,
of the traditionalist Reform Group,
cited the words priests say to par—
ents and godparents during the
christening service:
"The children that you have
brought for baptism depend
chiefly on you for the help and en—
couragement that they need. Are
you willing to give it to them by
your prayers by your example and
by your teaching?"
Holloway says Gay or Lesbian
godparents, even ones in monoga—
mous relationships, might not be
set appropriate examples for chil—
dren.
"The Bible is clear," he said.
"Active sexual relationships are to
be reserved for heterosexual mar—
riage ... homosexual sex is wrong."

Lawley, pictured last month in
newspapers and on television frol—
icking with a grinning Freddie in
his backyard, said he wants the
church to come up with a clear
policy on godparents.
"The church should ask the rea—
sonable question of does this per—
son have a strong belief, to the best
of your knowledge are they a
moral person, a good person," he
said. "After that it matters not one
jot what your sexuality is."
A statement from the Church of
England said it welcomed homo—
sexuals in permanent relationships
as members, and that that policy
would naturally extend to godpar—
ents.
"The simple issue of sexuality
should not be relevant to whether
someone can become a godpar—
ent," said a statement issued this
week.
Harris, while agreeing with that
policy, said that implementation
was difficult when the church en—
couraged individual parishes to
make their own decisions.
"There is at the moment a great
diversity of baptismal discipline
within the Church of England," he
said. "Life is rather a muddled,
confused kind of business."
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OFFICIAL 1995 MEMPHIS PRIDE AWARDS BALLOT
Please fill out ballot and depésit at participating bars and businesses where ballot boxes are located by Wednesday, September 20, 1995.
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Because of space considerations, com—
mercial listings in the Calendar are

1486 Madison

limited to "Special Events," only.
To ensure your events are listed or to
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© 852 S. Cooper
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Memphis, TN
2722853

38104

make corrections on current listings,
call (901) 454—1411 with your

Pat Crawlord

information.
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Lutherans Choose
By David Briggs
AP Religion Writer

about this issue,"‘ said Bishop
Herbert
Chilstrom,
the
denomination‘s spiritual leader.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) —
When it comes to sex, leaders

Sexual issues have convulsed
nearly every mainline Protestant

of the nation‘s fifth—largest Prot—
estant denomination have de—

denomination in recent years as

cided all they can do is talk.

that churches accord them for—

After riling some of its 5.2
million members with a draft
statement saying the Bible sup—

homosexual members demand
mal acceptance and the right of
ordination.

.

The United Church of Christ

ported homosexual relation—

is the only major Protestant de—

ships, then coming up with a

nomination to permit the ordi—

more moderate one. that alien—

nation of homosexuals. The

ated both liberals and conser—

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) is

vatives,
the
Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America

in the final year of a three—year

decided last week to postpone
a

copal Church bishops last
month voted to bring a col—

churchwide sexuality statement.

league before a formal church

action

indefinitely

on

study on homosexuality. Epis—

Seven years of discussion

trial on charges he violated

have failed to produce any con—

church law by ordaining a ho—
mosexual deacon.

sensus on issues such as the or—

Ain
e
Since then, the church has ing homosexuality.
been able to devise statements The statement drew criticism
on issues such as abortion and both from liberals who thought
capital punishment, but no dis— the church was backing down
cussion has provoked as much on Gay rights and conservatives
interest as work on a social whoworried it left the dooropen
statement on sexuality.
for approval of homosexual
Two years ago, a draft state— practices.
ment that argued that "respon— So now the Church Council
sible biblical interpretation" decided to drop plans for the
supported the blessing of com— time being on apolicy statement
mitted same—sex unions created on sexuality for 1997 because
what ELCA Secretary the Rev. of "substantial differences" on
Lowell Almen called "the most biblical and theological issues.
volatile explosion in the life of Without being specific, the
this church" and its predecessor council also urged continued
bodies for a quarter—century. discussionwithin congregations
More than 21,000 responses about sexual issues.
were received, the large major— Church officials said they are
ity criticizing the report.
not abandoning their ethical
Last year, a different church voice and plan a statement on
writing team released a second areas in which there is consen—
draft that calledon single people sus such as their opposition to
to abstain from sex and declared pornography and prostitution.
that Jesus made the permanent "What we need is to hold fast
union of male and female the towhere we‘ve been, and to take
core of the church‘s teaching some breathing space," said
regarding marriage. But the re— Bishop Steven Ullestad of the
port also noted others argue that Northeastern Iowa Synod.
scriptural condemnations ofho— "I think what we‘re strug—
mosexuality should no longerbe glingwith as a denomination on
binding, and rejected attempts to this issue is: Can we agree to
legislate church policy regard— disagree and still be the church,"

More Talk,

dination of homosexuals or the

The Evangelical Lutheran

blessing of same—sex relation—
ships.

Church in America, founded in
1988 with the merger of the

In the pews, a period of ab—

Lutheran Church in America,

stinence on sexual issues may

American Lutheran Church and

be welcomed.

the Association of Evangelical

"What I sense in our church

Lutheran Churches, set aside

is a certain ennui, a certain wea—

controversial social issues at its

riness. ... ‘Cmon now, give me

founding to get the new church

a break. I‘m tired of talking

off the ground.

Less

said Kathy Magnus, the
denomination‘s vice president.
But it was clear at the
denomination‘s biennial assem—
bly last week that others feel the
church needs to take a stand.
"With all due respect, this is
— urgent for the Gay and Lesbian
and bisexual people," said a
youth delegate from New Jer—
sey.
From a different perspective,
a Minnesota ministerwarned of
giving false hope to homosexual
Lutherans. "Can we say that
sexual intercourse is OKoutside
ofheterosexual marriage? How
many scriptural bridges do we
burn?"
The Rev. H. George Ander—
son,the denominations‘ bishop—
elect, said he favors continued
conversation on sexual issues.
"For Lutherans, it always
gets down to howdoes the Word
of God relate to this issue," he
said.
If the church walks away
from eventually taking a stand,
he said, "We wouldthen be say—
ing Scripture has no guidance
for us."

HOLY TRINITY
CHURCH
1559 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901).726—9443
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Fiction by Jim Norcross
Part 17

Helen got out and paid Ernie. "I
need you to pick me up here in three
hours. I have to be downtown at
6:00."
"What the hell‘s going on?" Emie
gave her a stern look. "You‘re not
going to get any sleep at all!"
"Not tonight, I‘m afraid. I‘m hav—
ing breakfast with a doctor at the
Plaza Hotel. He doesn‘t know it yet,
of course. See you at 5:30." Helen
bent over and pecked Ernie on the
cheek, then ran into the lobby of her
apartment building.

'ﬁrzrégu6i;lﬂgicyo«
aie ole a le aie
DonnaRuthRowandscalledFlo—
renceWilson,
themedical
secretary
who
worked
down
the
hall.
"Can
youbelieve
he‘sGONE
FORTHE
DAY?"
"Dr.Brady?You‘rekidding."
"No. He justTheWay
breezedYouthrough
herehumming
Lookme
Tonight,
and
told
me
he‘d
see
Monday after the medical conven—

purpose. She put on her best pearls.
"Every woman needs a good string
of pearls," Frank had said. Person—
ally, Helen would have preferred a
showy rhinestone piece of jewelry
with some color to it, but she was
sure Frank knew best. She checked
her appearance one last time in the
full length mirror on the ‘back of the
bathroom: door. She checked her
watch, and opened the door to the
hallway. Then she turned, went back
to the bedroom, and put the picture
of the young Marine in her purse.
"You don‘t know shit, Doctor,
but I‘m about to lay the straight poop
on you."

"Hi, Ernie," Helen Sherman
greeted the driver as she got in the
Yellow Cab. It was 2:30 a.m., and
she had just closed her bar. "Get me
home, please. I‘m beat. The Club
was busy for a Wednesday. I swear,
I don‘t think anybody in the Gay
crowd holds down a regular job. At
least, they never seem to have to be
at work the next morning."
"Let me take you away from all
abe ote oe e oke
that, Helen. You have no business
running a queer bar, and these hours
In her ornate apartment, Helen
are going to do you in." Erie pushed
slipped into a leopard print kimono
back his cap and looked at Helen in
hotrod
and maribo—trimmed silk mules. She
the rearview mirror. "Marry me, and
mixed herself a cup of instant cof—
"Orlena‘s Jewel Box. Hello,
I‘ll show you how a
Orlena speaking."
real man takes care of
"Hi! How‘s your
a woman. You won‘t
day going?"
have to work." He
She recognized
grinned a gap—toothed
Leonard‘s voice.
grin at her.
"Surprisingly slow
It sounded famil—
for mid week."
iar. Helen remem—
"Mine, too. I‘m
bered that they‘d had
thinking of leaving
this conversation be—
early. Would you
fore. Emmie had been
like to have dinner
taking her home for
with. me at the club
three years, and had
tonight?"
been asking her out and proposing
fee, and, after pushing aside the large
"I‘d love to. However, instead of
marriage for just about that length
paint—by—number picture she‘d been
going out, why don‘t you come over
of time.
working on for weeks, she sat down
to my house and let me cook. We
"You know how I feel about my
in the kitchen with the newspaper.
haven‘t done that, and I‘m a pretty
She found an article on the inside
customers. They‘re family. What‘s
good cook, if I do say so myself. Ital—
more, I‘ve done my time with you
pages about the medical convention
ian is my specialty."
straight boys. Now, I answer to no
in town. The caption over the pic—
"How nice! I‘ll bring some wine.
one," Helen declared.
ture read: "Dr. Leonard Brady to
I‘m addressing the medical conven—
"I could help you wake up every
address medical convention on eth—
tion tomorrow morning. I could use
morning with a smile on your face,"
ics and family values."
a home—cooked meal before taking
Ernie bragged.
Helen studied the face of Paul‘s
on that cold audience. Listening to
"Sorry, but you‘re not my type. I
father. He had a distinguished look.
doctors talk about gall bladders and
like young men and no strings at—
Actually, he was a matinee idol
such can get pretty boring after a few
handsome man with a full head of hours."
tached. I can wake up smiling any
time I want to, and then throw their
silver hair, a small neat mustache,
Orlena laughed, and Leonard
asses out. I don‘t have to cook break—
and wire—rimmed glasses. Some—
Brady was suddenly aware of what
fast for them or pick up their dirty
thing around the eyes definitely re—
a pretty laugh it was. "I promise not
socks." She gave Ernie a lascivious
minded her of Paul. As she sipped
to mention gall bladders all
grin as she reached for her purse,
her coffee, a surge on apprehension
evening," she said, "and I don‘t want
fished out a cigarette and lit it. "I
swept over her. She stubbed out her
us to argue about our children or the
think I told you I used to travel the
cigarette and walked nervously into
baby tonight. We can just have a
circuit as a stripper. I know what you
her bedroom. Maybe her plan was
quiet evening together and sip some
straight men can be like, especially
not a good idea. Maybe she
wine. I have a few oldies but good—
if you‘ve left the little woman at
shouldn‘t interfere in Paul‘s family
ies we can spin. But promise me, no
home. I was married to tle biggest
affairs; they were"certainly none of fights about Paul or Claudia."
SOB in America when I was just a
her business. At the dresser, she
"I promise. I also promise.not to
kid. He used to slap me around, and
fussed with her mercurochrome—col—
answer my pages all evening. I‘ll
then he left me high and dry. No,
ored hair and poked an errant curl
simply refuse to be called in. How
thanks. I‘ll go it alone. My Gay cus—
back into place in her elaborate
does that sound?" _
tomers are all the family and friends
hairdo. When she picked up a pic—
"Great! I‘ll see you about 7:00,
I‘ll ever need."
ture of a young man —a boy, actu— © if that‘s all right."
ally — wearing a Marine uniform, — _|
She leaned back in the seat and
Dr.Brady took off his white coat,
took a long drag on her cigarette. She
sitting in front of an unfurled flag. > put onhissuit coat, and picked up
tried to blow a smoke ring. When it
She shook her head in disbelief as
his briefcase. From habit, he started
didn‘t turn out well, she frowned,
she had done so many times before.
to slip some papers and charts into
then leaned over the seat. "Stop at
"I have to try, at least," she said
it. Smiling, he checked himself, put
the newspaper rack on the next cor—
out loud. She replaced the picture
the briefcase down, and walked into
ner and get me a paper," she said.
and redid her face. She got out her the waiting room empty handed. He
"Here‘s some change."
good black dress, the one Frank had gave his nurse some instructions and
"When did you get interested in
helped her select. Drag queens have
information about his whereabouts,
world affairs?" Ernie asked, study— such good taste, she thought. She
and then walked out. He was aware
ing her in the mirror. He pulled over,
needed a nice black dress to wear to
he was humming, but could not for
bought a paper, and tossed it back to the funerals of her customers, and
the life of him recall the name of the
her. The next stop was in front of so many had died lately. Actually,
tune.
:
her apartment building.
she‘d never worn it for any other

tion.HesaidDr.Hodgeswouldtake
hisguess
callsI‘llforhavethe torestcancel
oftheallweek.
I
those
patientsbooked
fortomorrow
morn—
ing.
I
thought
he‘d
be
here
until
noon."
"Maybeheneedstoworkonhis
speech."
"Ityped it. It‘sjustan updateof
SeeStraightPooponPage26
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Aunt
Paducah to Pittsburgh and Back
rants, motels and outdoor activities
By Vincent Astor
which literally stretch for miles. And
it ain‘t that far away.
Through the courtesy and fore—
I elected to stay the night in
sight of this year‘s Pride organizers,
Paducah,
Ky., and wasn‘t really sure
Memphians (and particularly board
members) were able to take in other what, if anything, goes on in
Paducah. While taking a semi—walk—
Pride celebrations. This happily co—
ing
historic tour, I stumbled on a sa—
incided with my vacation which took
loon
right smack on a lovely
me to places hitherto unvisited.
downtown
street corner. It was
The drive up Highway 51 north
called Moby Dick (!). It contained a
is a very pleasant jaunt. My aim was
bunch ofreally friendly folks in three
to head for the Land Between The
fair—sized rooms. The front was a
Lakes, a TVA public park which
rathertypical, old—fashioned bar lay—
stretches between Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley (in prior years, the out with a lot ofbig windows. It was
indeed Saturday night and I perused
Tennessee
River
and
the
two
well—set—up young men doing
Cumberland River before dams were
tabledances, whetherone wasseated
built). The park and surrounding re—
at a table or not. There was also an
sorts provide a plethora of restau—
impersonator doing an impromptu
Travels With Your
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Anderson: A Gentle Giant Departs Too Quickly
By David Ammons
AP Political Writer

sure came so close to passage in
1994. The HIV—positive condition
he‘d lived with for many years
erupted into full—blown, virulent
AIDS. He contracted non—Hodgkins
lymphoma, the same type of cancer
than killed Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis so quickly, and began che—
motherapy, which offers its own spe—
cial hell.
When he came to Olympia for the
session this January, he was gaunt,
nearly bald and sapped of his trade—
mark energy. The spark was gone
from his eyes. Colleagues were
stunned. Within days, he went pub—
lic with his diagnosis.
Although he was gone for much
of the session, in and out of the hos—
pital, he was never far from lawmak—
ers‘ minds. His absence deprived the
Senate Democrats of their one—vote
majority and threw the Senate out
of kilter. But his colleagues on both
sides of the aisle rallied around him,
prayed for him and told him to save
all his energy for the only battle that
mattered, survival.
The end came all too soon.
Friends said he had planned to
resign from the Senate later this sum—
mer, to devote himself to recupera—
tion. He died alone that August
Friday, his body found when his
longtime companion got home from
work. Friends and colleagues were
shocked, though they knew they
shouldn‘t be. Somehow Cal was ex—
pected to live forever, or at least
through the year...

OLYMPIA (AP) — He didn‘t
look like a storybook hero.
He was short and stocky, bespec—
tacled and utterly unassuming, a
workhorse in a Capitol where
showhorses get most of the attention.
* But to many, Cal Anderson was
indeed a hero, a Rosa Parks figure
in a civil rights battle of a different
sort.
The Seattle state senator was re—
membered at memorial services late
this past week as a giant of con—
. science, a man who cared less for
his own political career than the
cause of equality for all people, re—
gardless of sexual orientation.
Anderson, the state‘s first openly
Gay lawmaker, died Aug. 4 of
~ AIDS—related complications. He was
just 47.
Long active in Seattle politics and
the highest circles of the Democratic
Party, Anderson came to Olympia
in 1987 as "a Democrat who hap—
pens to be Gay."
But if he wanted to blend into the
woodwork and be just another
Democratic legislator, that didn‘t
happen.
He was forever the subject of
media profiles and questions, ex—
pected to be role model and exem—
plar for the politically active Gay
community. And he became chief
advocate for legislation to include
Gays in the state‘s anti—harassment
and anti—discrimination laws.
Lobbying By Example
If being a one—issue, one—identity
lawmaker was a burden, he bore it
Anderson‘s homosexuality was
gladly, and with zest and style.
never
fully accepted by many of his
He had mixed success. The anti—
colleagues, but he was. Although po—
harassment bill passed and the issue
tentially one of the most controver—
of Gay—bashing got unprecedented
sial
people in town, with his
public and press attention.
advocacy
of Gays and the dispos—
But the centerpiece of his agenda,
sessed and his yen for liberal poli—
the anti—discrimination bill, has been
tics in an increasingly conservative
rejected by state lawmakers for 18
and moralistic age, he quietly devel—
years running. The closest he came
oped
friendships, kept a low profile,
to seeing it passed was last year,
didn‘t get power hungry and kept his
when it cleared the House and came
sense of humor and perspective. As
within two votes of Senate passage.
a result, he became one of Olympia‘s
He thought its time had come, with
best—loved lawmakers.
both houses and the governor‘s man—
In an interview last year, Ander—
sion controlled by the Democrats.
son said his life was his best sales
Anderson called Gay rights the
pitch.
civil rights issue of the ‘90s. He ac—
Sharing colleagues‘ ups and
cused the Religious Right of latch—
downs
and caring about a variety of
ing onto it to energize and build their
issues gave his peers a chance to
memberships and to raise money. He
joined successful efforts to head off know a Gay person, rather than a
stereotype, he said.
a public vote last fall on Gay rights
"They see that Gay men care
and was preparing to battle similar
about the same issues they do, that
initiatives next year.
we are not monsters. We are their
Weary and weepy after the de—
friends, their family, their compatri—
feat of his bill last spring, Anderson
ots."
vowed not to let it get him down.
It wasn‘t all smooth sailing. The
The previous year‘s defeat had sent
irascible old Sen. A.L. "Slim"
him into a tailspin that left him de—
Rasmussen, D—Tacoma, once lit into
pressed for months, he said, but at
Anderson
at a Senate hearing on his
midlife he was learning to take the
malicious—harassment bill. Ander—
long view, to be more philosophi—
son, the object of hate—mail, death
cal.
threats
and harassment, was recount—
‘As it turned out, he had little more
ing
some
of the problems Gays and
than a year to live when the mea—

Guesthouse

Lesbians must deal with on a daily
basis.
Rasmussen told Anderson he‘d
have less trouble if he wasn‘t "al—
ways bragging" about being Gay.
The audience was stunned. You
could have heard a pin drop. Ander—
son quietly replied that he and other
Gays simply want to live their lives,
peaceably and openly, without be—
ing beaten, taunted or discriminated
against.
Anderson said later that he could
tolerate open hostility from fellow
legislators more easily than indiffer—
ence or patronizing attitudes.
But Anderson‘s style, self—respect
and dignity eventually won him
friends on both sides of the aisle. In
an era of in—your—face politics, he
managed to engender civility.
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‘Lived Well,
Laughed Often‘
Anderson‘s funeral program in—
cluded these lines from Ralph Waldo
Emerson:
"Those are a success who have
lived well, laughed often and loved
much; who have gained the respect

of intelligent people and the love of
children; who have filled their niche
and accomplished their task; who
leave the world better than they
found it, whether by a perfect poem
or a rescued soul; who never lacked

appreciation of the earth‘s beauty or
failed to express it; who looked for
the best in others and gave the best
they had."
That was Cal.

MCLCC
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Two

Major

Title

several years ago. It is to be hoped

Contests

that the contest will continue and
liance. The buffet was not all

by Vincent Astor

party food;

The weekend of August

11

was filled to the brim with com—

victualis varialis in—

Jaqulyn

DeVaroe

(Miss

that the production values will

Gay

America 1994) and the current

continue to develop. The pres—

cluded melons and vegetables. A

Mr.

All—American John

ence of video monitors was most

fair—sized crowd attended.

Reny. Miss DeVaroe brought a

helpful in the shoulder—to—shoul—

Gay

petition. The first annual Mr. Gay

Here the audience got its first

special touch to familiar material

der crowd. Perhaps theatre—style

Tennessee All—American and the

look at the four contestants, Jamie

and a great deal of energy every

seating in front of the stage would

third annual Miss Southern El—

Hunter, Ira L., Randy Stone and

time she performed. She is also a

improve the sight—lines from the

egance contests entertained large

Thom

Entertainment

very astute and pleasant person.

back and facilitate better access

Malone.

crowds of Memphians on two

was provided by Alison Tate and

Mr. Reny took care to show off a

for tipping entertainers. Among

nights. Both were major prelimi—

Lady Vic. Matt Presley was co—

very finely developed body dur—

the many involved in the produc—

nary contests, one to Mr. Gay All—

MC with Alison. A surprise wet—

ing his speaking and offstage

tion, Hetti McDaniels and Steve

American and the other to Miss

swimsuit segment was thwarted

time. He relied on personality and

Wesson were mentioned most

Gay America.

by too much Spandex and not

a nightclub—style singing voice

often.

enough warning.

Mr.

Gay Tennessee

All—American

The evening segment played
to a capacity crowd which left no

included a welcome return by Joe
Terry, last year‘s Mr. Gay Arkan—

Southern

For the first time in many a

(also of high stature—taller than

year, a pageant for female imper—
sonators left the normal venues

Brown, another titleholder from

‘but the buffet served during this

as tall as the lithe and lofty Alison.

Arkansas.

competition

the

Categories were Casual Wear,

The winner was Thom Malone

were

under

and Bill

cial lighting was also possible.
Co—Emcees were Tad Pole (late
night

DJ

on

contestants had a nice Mardi Gras
flair, coordinated in purple and
gold.
Categories were Male Inter—

and returned to a theatre space.
The great advantage of Theatre

view (pre—judged), Contempo—
rary Fashion/Questions, Evening

Memphis was wonderful sight—

Gown, and Talent. Many of the

Formal Wear/Questions, Swim—

of Memphis, currently a gradu—

lines and fine acoustics. If neces—

contemporary

suit and Talent. Judges Anita

ate student at U of M with sev—

sary, the failure of a microphone

fabulous,

weather evened out enough to

Andrucetti, Dutch Chevalier and

eral professional acting credits.

could be overcome. It is also a

make the viewing pleasurable and

Mike Reed (and the audience)

Randy Stone of Memphis was

fresh experience and a reason to,

enjoyed talent numbers ranging

awarded first alternate.

perhaps, dress up a bit.

seemed

a punch

and

gave the art of drag its just des—

charge of Hetti McDaniels, the

Nuclear Meltdowns,

94)

Southern Elegance.

current Miss Gay Tennessee. The

which

Froggy

Beverly Hills, foundress of Miss

about the role and high profile of

Elegance

sas and a dancer of high quality

Miss Tate in heels),

were

serts. The first walk for the nine
—

appeared in evening wear, Alison

ing his prom date, who was nearly

Drops

Lesbian community which truly

referring to herself as the elusive
prom date and Matt remember—

excellent.

changed several times and spe—

One of the first pleasantries

Miss

The Mr. contest began with a

ing took place on the patio at 501/

entire pageant and the choices
were

female impersonators in the Gay/

unique twist. The swimsuit judg—

505. Not only the contest itself

theme for the evening. Musically,
the theme was carried through the

was a fine speech by Mr. Pole

during his performances rather
than minimal attire. Other guests

room for chairs. Presley and Tate

ing which set the Arabian Nights

the

fashions

were

evening gowns

were stunning and the talent was
of a high calibre leaving most of
the strict lip—syne numbers to the

have

from lip—syne to live vocal with

This is the first male title com—

An overture (thank heaven it

enough vital ingredients (more

one contestant specializing in

ing out of Memphis since Mr.

wasn‘t one more rehash of that

to the judges was a lip—sync scat

being added as the event contin—

dance.

Leather

Mr.

tired old Olympic fanfare!) was

singing number by talent winner

Southern Leather were retired

followed by a prologue and open—

Tumara

never to

ued), was served, courtesy of Al—

Guest entertainers included

Tennessee

and

entertainers. The most impressive

Mahoning.
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contemporary wear category.

than down. Why not? Kudos to

Robert Robbins, Lisa McSparrin,

style, Brazon a comedy takeoff

Aloysius Home.
A special announcement was

Judges were David Matheny,

Miss Southern Elegance for the

Melinda McSparrin and Lewis

on the Bride of Frankenstein,

made that Kay Entertainment

image

Marshall took leading roles.

— Erica LaMonte and Kelly Cruise

Productions, owner of the Miss

Matheny, special education

use of full male names as well as
stage names for all contestants.
The venerable plaque listing the

programs showing broad com—

LeMay chose a Josephine Baker

consultant;

Bobbi

Both contests had nicely done

impersonated k.d. lang and Liza

Southern Elegance title, had just

teacher; Mike Moreau, costumer;

Minelli respectively, Missy Klein

purchased the Miss Gay Tennes—

Kenneth Shaw, well—known op—

Miss Memphis winners also has

munity support through advertis—

eratic bass—baritone; and Miss

both names for each winner. Of

DeVaroe.
A remark was made by Mr.

the many individuals taking part

ing and both were, in different
ways, a refreshing night‘s enter—

in this pageant Jeff Wheatley,

tainment.

see title and is making plans for

and Jessica Southern concen—
trated on dance and Monica

the next pageant. This is another

Lashaey on pantomime.

preliminary

to

Miss

Gay

America. It remains to be seen if

The audience
was again treated

Pole about the definition of a drag
pageant —

Jaqulyn

whether it‘s

DeVaroe, Alison

men in dresses
or that it takes

Tate, John Reny,
Thom Malone and

forever. Nine

Randy Stone. Spe—

‘contestants

cial guests were

makes a long
evening (you

Miss

Gay

should
how

see
much

Safe (whose won—

they cut out

derful presence of

and pre—judge

mind helped both

of televised

contestants and

pageants) but

judges through an

the pace was

unexpected tie for

good for most

one

of the event. A

position),
§

~ Pebbles (who rep—
resented the title at

Out?

the

America represen—
tative Patti Le Plae

N

pro duction
number or two

last year‘s Miss

might

Gay

America),

goal for the fu—

Loreal Chilane,

ture and keep—
ing
Alison

and Beverly Hills.
That
special

be

a

Tate behind a
microphone is

sparkle was very
evident in major |

always a good
idea; she has a

talents like Miss ®

Nicole Du ‘Bois, the reigning Miss Southern Elegance
command of
DeVaroe and Miss
the
situation
that
is
a gift.
the
venerable
Miss
Gay
Memphis
Le Plae Safe who both stood out,
It
is
also
to
be
hoped
that this
pageant,
one
of
the
oldest
in
the
even with little or no peripheral
can
become
a
dressy
affair.
Au—
South, will be revived.
assistance.
diences,
particularly
G/L
ones,
The
winner
was
Nicole
Du
Beverly did a moving tribute
can be dressy and still comfort—
Bois (Tommy Davis) of Gulfport,
to the first Miss Southern El—
able. This dressy example could
Miss. Nicole also won the inter—
egance, the late Summer Holiday,
be
set by certain members of the
view category and her talent was
and the board of the pageant pre—
board
of the pageant, those with
a live vocal of a Wynonna Judd
sented an award for community
the
highest
profile out front.
ballad. First alternate was Tumara
service which has been named
Said
simply,
dress up rather
Mahorning (Joie DeMercurio),
after Miss Holiday, to Sharon
Wray. Other nominees were the winner of the talent category; sec—
¥
ond, Kelly Cruise (Spencer
y
TJN, the Adult Special Care
Clinic, Aloysius Home and the
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite. Miss
Le Plae Safe donated the tips
from her second number to
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Charles May) winner of the
evening gown category; and
third, Erica LaMonté (Ross
"David" Woods), winner of the

(
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377—7701
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_
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Red, Yellow,

Brown, Green but No White!

Sorry to disappoint you but that
photograph was posed.

of...." "Is everybody drunk yet?"
"Somebody A. Scream, B. Make
some noise. C. Say Amen."
When we go to a pageant we pre—
——. Lady A‘s,
fer to see something different from
Pageant/Contest Tips
the shows (even good ones) that one
(Yes, she knows she has never
may see any week. In fact, contes—
been a contestant, but she sees
tants are judged on how extraordi—
plenty. We have always felt that
nary they are. This sort of thing is
since we were already Lady Astor,
what makes a competition attractive.
we did not requireto be Miss any—
We have spent a lot of effort and
thing. As for Mr. we decline com—
vocabulary writing full coverage of
ment. We leave contests to those
both the Mr. Tennessee All—Ameri—
who have the talent, drive and am—
can contest and the Miss Southern
bition to compete.)
Elegance Pageant elsewhere. Here
Rule one. Do not throw glitter
we will merely reiterate congratula—
on the judges.
tions to the winners: Thom Malone,
Rule two. Use your last name (or
of Memphis; and Nicole DuBois, of
a full stage name).
Gulfport MS respectively.
Rule three. Stay away from bud
Kay Entertainment Productions,
vases.
owner of the Miss Southern El—
Rule four. Males: If you can do
egance title, has purchased the Miss
something else well, don‘t lip—sync,
Gay Tennessee title and is making
every queen, drag or otherwise, does
plans for the next pageant. This is
it in the bathtub.
another preliminary to Miss Gay
Rule five. Do not wear red hose
America. It remains to be seen if the
if your script says anything about
venerable Miss Gay Memphis pag—
"business" or "corporation"
eant, one of the oldest in the South,
_ Rule six. Don‘t obviously give
will be revived. We await news ea—
up halfway through. A valiant effort
gerly—we do not attend many pag—
will be remembered by many.
eants and those promising something
Overpowering rule numero
special and different catch our atten—
uno. Smile! Keep smiling! No mat—
tion.
ter what! Make yourself smile! Even
In other contests: Congratula—
a bashful smile is better than none.
tions to Mr. Black Gay Memphis—
If your character is serious, smile
Ronald Dupree ofAtlanta, GA; Miss
sometimes.
Black Gay Memphis—DeAngela
Phrases which should be banned
Javier of Jackson, MS.; and Miss
from competitions: "At this time...."
Black Gay Mid—America—Mishon
"Put your hands together...." "Wel—
Black of Atlanta, GA (first alternate
come to the stage...." "The talents

AN ECUMENICAL SERVICE OF
PRAYER AND HEALING
IN A TIME OF HIV/AIDS
‘This service is for everyone affected by HIV/AIDS,
living with HIV/AIDS,
caregivers,
and friends. All are welcome.

Tina Templeton of Memphis).
While we are listing Black Gay
pageants, the home of many of these,
Club Xscape, was one year old on
August 27.
And that‘s enough about pag—
eants for this month.
Fall Social Calendar

behind the mike was what made the
entire visit worthwhile. She has a
very entertaining rappor with her
audiences and she seems to favor the
folding fan (as do we.) Definitely
worth a gander, especially
when joined by Jo
Anne Badey,
who has just
about the
longest ca—
reer going
and is still
just
as
beautiful
as ever;
a n
—d
Alexis .
Spalding,
an Amnesia
regular and
very exciting per—
former.

The autumn season is already fill—
ing up. We are looking forward to
the run of our current play Four
Playsfor CoarseActors in the Little
Theatre at Theatre Memphis; Na—
tional Coming Out Day celebrations
here, there and yonder and finishing
at the Pipeline, Southern Country‘s
2nd annual Billy Cross Memorial
Fund Raiser (recipient MGLCC/
Switchboard) and, oddsbodkins, our
20th college reunion. We are im—
mensely pleased to be the first
Rhodes/Southwestern alumnus
Aphrodite raised over $1,100 to
member of the Gay Straight Alliance
benefit
Holy Trinity on Aug. 20 and
at Rhodes. We will tell you more
the second annual Drag Olympics,
sometime.
We understand, from only the with a staggering list of performers,
took place on Aug. 31 at Amnesia.
most reliable of sources, one of the
Results
of this benefit for Friends For
performers most beloved by Gays
Life were not available at press time.
and Lesbians will happen to be in
Softball is not slumbering. Give
town the same night as the High
Hats, etc., etc., Hallowe‘en party for your favorite team member a call as
mixed gender teams are forming for
Friends For Life. She has been
known to stop by an AIDS—related fun and competition.
event sometimes after a concert. We
shall never forget the rendition of
The Runaround
"Over the Rainbow" sung in Yan—
Tsarus and the Pipeline will "do"
kee stadium for the packed stands
Labor Day weekend, whom they
full of G/L fans, that time just for will do they did not say (or how
us. Who else? Patti Labelle.
many). We need a good celebration.
Ever since the Unity run several
years ago, it has been entirely too
Nota Bene
quiet Labor Day weekend. Wings
Congratulations to Cris and Kitty
does usually acknowledge its anni—
on their 20th anniversary. This was
versary which falls on this weekend.
‘_ celebrated at a perfectly mahvelous
The Alternative Restaurant is
tea on Aug. 20. We are delighted to
experimenting with acoustic enter—
extend our felicitations, because, af—
tainment on Friday evenings. Nau—
ter all, you both are so very sweet.
tical Elements will perform Asian/
Ad meum novum amicum
Indian music on Sept. 8.
Michaelum: Templus dulcissime
What is "classic disco" on some
— oblecto. Spero multi tempi repitere.
radio
stations seems to be "trash
Apelli me cum novum per diem.
disco"in other places. We aren‘t re—
Bona fortuna. Salve.
f
ally sure. Anyhow, Sept, 23 will find
We finally made it out to Amne—
it at the Pipeline and Backstreet and
sia to gaze upon the famous Lady
Amnesia
advertise it frequently. We
Chablis. Once again, the live patter

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1995, AT 5:00 PM
CALVARY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
2ND STREET AT ADAMS AVENUE
SPECIAL MUSIC BYNAOMI MOODY
RECEPTION FOLLOWING SERVICE
PLANNED AND SPONSORED BY AN ECUMENICAL COMMITTEE
REPRESENTING SEVERAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CHURCHES
HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBLE
SIGNED FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED
NURSERY SERVICES PROVIDED

not gite paris

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 525—6602

FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
United Church of Christ 234 S.Watkins 278—6786
An Open and Affirmin

Congregation.
Sunday School
:30
AM
Worship 8:30 & 11 AM

art in context

hear about it in other places but we
ourselves usually stay home and lis—
ten to Jonathan and Darlene
Edwards. Or maybe the occasional
Spike Jones retrospective. Or, for a
real treat, Yma Sumac.
Alliance will resurrect the "Des—
sert Squirt" fund raiser on
Sept. 9 to benefit
MGLCC at 501.
The procedure is
to squirt the des—
3 sert onto a
semi—nude
volunteer
and
then
orally re—
move
it.
You have to
pay money to
do this. We
don‘t know who
else has been vol—
unteered without their
consent but Mule, that eternal well—
spring of bolos and wonderful ideas,
has informed us that we were among
them. We think we have been as—
signed the pie booth; we are not sure
what that is but we are getting a sink—
ing feeling. heir next club night will
have a Bear/Bare theme on Sept. 30
at the Pipeline.
The Memphis Pride Awards, a
people‘s choice awards, will be held
at Backstreet on Thursday, Sept. 21.
A ballot isavailable at many ofyour ——
favorite socializing places and else—
where in disyere newspaypah. This.
is an independent, not bar—associ—
ated, awards show in cooperation
with Memphis Pride, Inc., who
brought you this year‘s Pride Parade
and Festival. The organizers are try—
ing their best to elicit the coopera—
tion of the entire G/L community.
The recipient of the Most Helpful
Charity category will receive a do—
nation from the proceeds. Memphis
Pride will also be selling Pride t—
shirts and bandanas at the awards.
Miss Southern Elegance 1995,
Nicole Dubois, and first alternate
Tumara Mahorning will appear at a
special midnight show at Backstreet
on Saturday, Sept. 16.
MGLCC continues the monthly
Coffeehouse this month with singer
Melissa Dawn. This month‘s Pot
Luck will take place during a week—
end exhibition of selected works by
the late Kris F. Hanley, which will
be available for sale. this continues
the MGLCC Cultural Series.
Amnesia will play host to erotic
film star Chad Connors on Friday,
Sept. 22 and the popular male dance
group Storm Front on Sept. 15.
4

Final Round

Burn it, frame it, put it on a yard
© sale, donate it to an auction, give it
back, put it in a box. Just don‘t wear
it, Gladys Jeanne! The alternative is
much more becoming (and you
won‘t hear aboutit later).

1737 madison avenue + 901—274—3736
daily & by appointment

Ta, ta.
Lady A.
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Stasko and Karl Kargle were among the first.
The neighborhood is right in the middle ofits
gentrification process and its intact nature will
make it, finally, a true gem. Property values
have already leaped and the Inn, purchased
for $100, is now a focal point for Buena Vista
St. The property grew to encompass two
townhouses on Buena Vista and two apartment
buildings behind which makes a quiet, pleas—
ant courtyard for all four buildings.
The room which I was given looked out on
the courtyard and contained a large bed, com—
fortable chair, Henredon armoire with televi—
sion, and places for clothes and necessaries.
A large stack of brochures and information was
available about Gay/Lesbian Pittsburgh and
Pittsburgh in general next to a welcome tray
with flowers, sweets and fruits. Steve, my "inn
boy" as the hosts were out of town, was a
wellspring of information and advice and did
not hesitate to research some questions for me.
His assistance provided, among other things,
a tour of the Bennedon Center (the restored
Stanley Theatre) and introductions to several
of the neighbors. I was made to feel very much
at home and even had companions for jaunts
to several Pride events. And an invitation to a
larger—than—usual breakfast in the courtyard.
The first Pride event I attended was a ben—
efit for the Gay and Lesbian Community Cen—
ter at the Rosebud Cafe in the Strip District.
This area specializes in fresh produce and
foodstuffs from all over. Walking and eating
in the Strip District is a favorite pastime for
Pittsburghers and tourists who really know
where‘s what. The Rosebud is not specifically
Gay/Lesbian (although the Real Luck Cafe in
the District is) but is a roomy venue for all
kinds of live entertainment. Cross Current
opened the show. This is three Lesbian sing—
ers and accompanist who sing in close har—
mony with a minimum of backup. Their
repetoire is parodies of famous songs, with
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some original material, all termed "activist
music." Their version of "Fugue for 3 Horns"
from Guys and Dolls. was my favorite.
Headliner was Lisa Kron, with a career in
theatrical and stand—up comedy performance
of over a decade. Her material dealt with life
and family, very fresh and new, not standard
routines made over for Gay or Lesbian audi—
ences. As good as it was, the Gay Comedy
Jam which toured through Memphis was much
more standard fare, re—tailored. This was not,
particularly a lipstick and makeup routine. This
is a woman who is close to her own family
and the type who gets props in the mail from
well—meaning family members who think she
might use them in her act. She manages to do
just that, to great hilarity. Stand—up is a real
challenge to her. "You have to talk to this per—
son in this reality with this value alone—that‘s
how it‘s done." She does it well. And one
hasn‘t lived until one has ridden up one of the
Mount Washington Inclines with a load of
Lesbians and Queens. Danke Schoen zu Jim
Fischerkeller fiir einen SpaBvoll Abend mit
gute Erinnerungen. Jim is Treasurer of the
Pittsburgh Community Center.
— The end of one evening took me to Jazi‘s,
a small bar on the North Side not too far from
the Inn. The exterior is a nicely painted 19th
century mansion, a home of the prominent
Buhl family but since denuded ofits family,
history and grounds. Some appointments on
the first floor remain of the once—splendid
woodwork but the upper floors are unused,
closed off and, some say, haunted. The main
floor is open only on busy evenings but the
stone—walled basement would be the envy of
many a leather bar. It is small, cool, dark and
laid out strangely (it is an old basement, after
all). Thereis a small outdoor section and sev—
eral friendly people. Dancing is available up—
stairs on weekends. One evening we met a very
nice man from the Virgin Islands and had a
nice chat.
Next month, the Eagle, the Rainbow So—
cial Club, the Parade and Cincinatti.
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an old speech. No sweat."
"Well..." "I heard him on the phone talk—
ing to Orlena Howard a little while ago.
Soundedlike he accepted an invitation to an
intimate dinner at her place tonight. ‘I‘ll bring
some wine, he told her."
"Are you sure it washer?"
"He called her by name. She‘s the only
Orlena I know."
"I‘m sorry, Donna Ruth."
"Oh, Florence! What am I going to do?"
To be continued.
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Tennessee does not certify specialists in the law
and we do not claim such certification.

said.
A 1992 handbook published by the Church
ofJesus Christ of Latter—day Saints says, "Mar—
riage should not be viewed as a way to re—
solve homosexual problems. The lives of
others should not be damaged by entering a
marriage where such concerns exist."
Killian said his wife has a difficult time
understanding his homosexuality and did not
attend the presentation.

Continued from page 1

heterosexual intercourse as their likely cause.
People who have tested HIV—positive can
remain apparently healthy for years. AIDS
develops when the virus weakens the body‘s
immune system and cancer or serious infec—
tions occur.
The state mandated reporting of AIDS
cases in 1992.
E
Of the 5,042 AIDS cases reported since
1992, 51.6 percent, or 2,602, have died. That
group was 90 percent male and 64 percent
white, the state Department of Health said.
Another 3,199 people who are HIV—posi—
tive have been documented since 1992.
Blood transfusions — not donating blood
— account for some of the cases, he said.
AIDS can only be transmitted through
blood, semen, and vaginal secretions.
"It is not transmitted through tears, sweat,
urine or saliva," Stone said.
For information about AIDS prevention
and testing, contact the state of Tennessee
AIDS hot line at 1—800—525—2437 or Friends
For Life at 272—0855.
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The Alternative Restaurant Lives
Up to its Name
Many attempts have been ‘made to open and
maintain a "Gay" dining establishment in
Memphis over the years, with little or no suc—
cess. The Alternative Restaurant, though, is a
somewhat refreshing approach to an age old
idea. "Feed fr (% .ell at a reasonable price."
The menu is simple, yét satisfying.
On our first visit we sampled the tuna salad
croissant and enjoyed every bite of our sand—
wich. Obviously homemade, the salad was
packed with chunks of tuna and other goodies
and made a perfect light lunch. >
We really got a hard on for the pecan pie.
The crust was flaky, but still chewy enough to
keep us from getting crumbs all over our new
shirt. Packed with pecans, this pie was every
bit as good as Aunt Doris‘ version on Thanks—
giving. Sadly, no vanilla ice cream was avail—
able to top our favorite dessert
Our second visit turned out to be a pleas—
ant experience as well. Between the three of
us we ordered a simple salad, beef stew, the
chicken salad croissant, spaghetti and meat—
balls, banana pudding and the cherry cheese—
cake. Naturally, I tasted some of everything.
The beef stew was beefier than most, by
far, and had an excellent flavor. The simple
salad was far from simple, and literally loaded
with all sorts of fresh veggies. The spaghetti
was... well, spaghetti. My sandwich arrived
just as my friends
finishing their meals,
which did not make me very happy with the
service, but I forgave all after the first bite of
the rich and creamy banana pudding.
One of the owner‘s sisters is responsible
for the terrific desserts served here and should

win some kind of award for them! Rich and
absolutely full of bananas (not too many va—
nilla wafers) this concoction of the gods hon—
estly melted in our mouths. The cheesecake
was positively splendid as well! We could have
eaten a whole one if we had had time!
One friend remarked how nice it was to
play the juke box, have a game of pool before _
eating and relaxing in a "family atmosphere »
all at the same time.
There are some bugs to be worked out:
Those fabulous desserts are screaming for ice
cream (that double chocolate cake looks too
good to eat, kind of like my ex in Dyersburg),
and perhaps the menu needs to offer a bit more
to choose from. The waiter needs to learn to
serve the food to a table all at the same time.
This place looks promising, the food is tasty,
and for the love of Anita, save room for des—
sert! Try it out yourself and keep the money
in our Gay community where we all benefit.
Alternative Restaurant * * ‘/,
Price Range: Inexpensive.
Dress: You‘re wearing it now, and they de—
liver in Midtown.
Ambiance: Harvey Milk meets Malcolm X
before joining Whitney Houston and Peter
Brown at the flea market.
Service: Eager and friendly, but inexperienced
and untrained.
Located: 553 South Cooper, near Overton
Square.
I
We recommend: Cheesecake, pecan pic,
spicy beef stew.

1+800+317°GUYS
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Spiritual Resources in the Memphis Area

Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
Connection Center — 761—3435
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443

Still Looking for That

Safe Harbor MCC — 272—1022
Memphis Friends Meeting—323—3196

Best Burger in Midtown

Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433

Mule is searching for the very best burger in Midtown. We have always loved a
good hamburger, and quite honestly, no one can beat our mom‘s. Hers are perfectly

Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479

‘prepared with love and care and taste just the way we like them.

St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 7264104

We will be scouring the city through October in an avid search for a burger as

St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1412

good as Mom‘s. If you wish us to try your establishment‘s food, just drop us a line
and we will be glad to sneak in when you least expect us. Sort of like my ex with

Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631

the wife and three kids in Little Rock. If you appreciate Gay business, then let us
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831

know.

‘Space donated as a public servica by the
friends Don‘t Let Friends Drive Drunk...
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we fit ALL yourmoods!

They Invite Them to Spend the Night.
Take the Keys, Call a Cab or Offer Your Hospitality.

19NCOOPER 901—725—0521
MOW 9—6, TUE 9—7, WEDFRI 98, SAT 9.6

Family

Sues

By Kelly L. Anderson
Associated Press Writer
SOUTHEFIELD, Mich. (AP) —
The Jenny Jones show is as respon—
sible for the death of a guest as the
person who pulled the trigger, says
an attorney for the victim‘s family.
Scott Amedure, 32, was shot and
killed three days after revealing dur—
ing a taping of the Chicago—based
talk show that he had a crush on
. Jonathan Schmitz, 24. Amedure was
Gay and Schmitz said he was het—
erosexual and uninterested.
Schmitz has said he believed be—
fore the taping that a woman had the
crush on him.
"Jenny Jones is as negligent as
Schmitz in creating the scenario in

Jenny Jones

which Scott was gunned down,"
Geoffrey Fieger, the attorney for
Amedure‘s family, said at a news
conference Aug. 14.
Fieger said the show misled its
guests and encouraged them to drink
liquor before taping the show.
"He was provided a fifth of vodka
and encouraged to drink to reduce
any inhibitions," Fieger said.
He also said Amedure was told
by producers that Jenny Jones her—
self would be very angry if they did
not "sensationalize." Fieger said
Amedure was told to kiss or hug
Schmitz and give him flowers.
The $25 million lawsuit filed in
Oakland County Circuit Court
names Schmitz, Warner Bros.,
Telepictures and the Jenny Jones

Woman Turns Rock Band

Show

Over

show as defendants.
Telepictures is the copyright
owner of the show, said Barbara
Brogliatti, a spokeswoman for Los
Angeles—based
Telepictures.
Brogliatti said she had not seen the
lawsuit and declined to comment.
She also declined to say if alcohol
was provided to the guest.
Amedure‘s parents, three broth—
ers and a sister attended the news
conference. Patricia Graves, Scott‘s
mother, wore a picture of her son on
her lapel. She cried quietly through—
out the news conference.
Schmitz, who has told police he
was humiliated when the crush was
revealed and that Amedure kept
making unwanted advances, is
scheduled to go on trial on Oct. 16.

Slaying

rible tragedy."
Schmitz is charged with first—de—
James W. Burdick, Schmitz‘s
gree murder and possession of a fire—
arm in the commission of a felony . lawyer, said he believes the lawsuit
is just.
in the March 9 shooting. He faces
"The best thing that can be said
life in prison without parole if con—
for the Jenny Jones show was they
victed.
held up an individual with a fragile
"This has been a very difficult
psyche to public humiliation and
time for all of us," said Frank
scorn to sell soap or whatever it is
Amedure Jr., Scott‘s brother. "It‘s
they advertise," he said.
really hard to explain, it‘s just a ter—

Plaque Into

AIDS Fund—raiser
was shocked at how people cared.
WEST WARWICK, R.J. (AP)
— Not unlike many rock music I felt like I was not alone. There
groupies, Melissa Plante has done were all these other people who
some drastic things in pursuit of loved Queen the way I did."
Plante said at first she blamed
the attention of performers she ad—
Mercury, who was bisexual, for
mires.
his death.
She has hung around backstage
"I didn‘t understand anything
at concerts, haunted hotels where
about AIDS," she said. "I thought,
musicians stayed, even sent fruit
well that‘s what he gets for being
baskets and hundreds of faxes to
like that," she said.
music executives.
But after seeing the concert and
But Plante‘s agenda is quite un—
watching two other favorite artists,
like the self—indulgent one of most
dancer Rudolph Nureyev and ac—
fans seeking a hello or a smile they
tor Anthony Perkins, die of the
can go home and dream about.
disease, Plante began collecting
Plante has spent the last 2 1/2
signatures on the plaque.
years collecting signatures of mu—
"That was it," she said. "These
sicians and actors for a special trib—
artists I loved were dying. I wanted
ute to Freddy Mercury, the lead
to do something besides a walk—a—
singer of the rock band Queen.
thon."
Plante‘s favorite singer since she
She joined groupies half her age
was 19, Mercury died of AIDS in
1991. The 29 signatures Plante has backstage at concerts in Provi—
accumulated on an 8—pound
wooden plaque of Queen‘s logo
will be auctioned off to raise
money for AIDS.
It‘s been 17 years since Plante‘s
boyfriend carved the plaque,
which features the phoenix—like
logo of Queen. Now the two are
Mark Your
married and have two children and
the gift is about to become a cel—
ebrated piece of rock memorabilia
to fight AIDS.
Calendars
A pharmacist‘s technician from
West Warwick, Plante is giving
the plaque to Elton John. John was
in town to perform at Great
Woods in Mansfield, Mass.
MGLCC
Elton John‘s manager has told
Plante the singer will have the
Potluck
plaque auctioned by a house like
Sotheby‘s or Christie‘s, with the
Dinner &
proceeds going to an AIDS foun—
dation established by John.
Art Show
Plante got the idea for the
plaque after seeing the Mercury
tribute concert on MTV.
Sat., Sept. 16
"There were all these superstars
at the concert and thousands of
7:00 PM
people paying tribute," she said. "I

dence and Boston, hung around
motels where the performers
stayed and hounded agents and
managers via fax. She sent fruit
baskets to record company secre—
taries and spent thousands of dol—
lars in her quest for signatures.
Among those who have signed —
Plante‘s plaque in gold and silver
ink: David Bowie; Elizabeth Tay—
lor; Liza Minnelli; Seal; Robert
Plant; Tony Iommi of Black Sab—
bath; Roger Daltry; Ian Hunter and
Brian May of Queen; and mem—
bers of Guns N‘ Roses, Def
Leppard, Metallica, Extreme and _
the Scorpions.
. Metallica even gave Plante free
tickets to their concert and invited
her backstage.
"Metallica were the nicest
people," Plante said. "They were
so nice they were almost dull."

(901) 2789768
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of my gross income generated by members
and friends of the Gay & Lesbian
Community will be donated to local
AIDS service organizations.

Epa). Cate
Phone: (901) 276—8800
Home: (901) 276—2521
2220 Union Avenue
Memphis, TN. 38104
David Carter, CRS, GRI
Broker / REALTOR
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Jackson YOUNG AT HEART: Rob 48 59
165, brn/brn, professional, young at heart, It.
drinker non smoker, interested in guys in the
area, int in travel, theater, and dinners with
someone special. int in guys 30—40. if u fit the
description, call me! #5825

GRAB
THAT PHONE!

1) To respond to these
ads & browse others
Call: 1—9200—860—4868

Due to our large volume of calls,

if you can‘t get thru, simply try
your call later.

Questions Call: 1—415—281—3183

Nashville MUSCULAR GUYS: Brian, 6‘4,
20, bind/blue, gdlkg, looking for similar ht,
good build, 20—25, like short hair mase guys
only; if u fit this description, give me a call.
#5604
Knoxville HOLE IN ONE: Charles, 6‘5, 235,
37, bn/blue, short beard, lots of interests,
outdoors, boating, golf, if you are interested,
give me a call. #5700
Recording your ad:
Figure out what you want to say
before calling in. Write down what |:
you want to say. Keep it short and
simple. Just describe yourself and
looking

for.

Nashville SHOW ME SOMETHING NEW:
Zak, 6‘, 170, 27 GWM, gdlkg, Profl, great
body, like music dancing, movies, dinner,
intimate times at home looking for someone to
share my interests and expose me to some
new things! #6327

Our

po nm a w
........... worn on wont #9 qu ne noop 9000 a t a B m

Nashville DISCREET BM BI ISO WM 18—
35 I‘m 35 clean and discreet, give me a call—
#5993
Nashville YOU NEVER
KNOW.....Harrison, 25, 6‘1 looking for
someone to share with, go to movies, give me
a call, we might have something in common—
you never know— #6167

000070 " Mary n "ane a w $%

Nashville OUTDOORS GUY: Harrison, 26,
looking for someone to share peace of mind,
camping outdoorsman, looking for a good
friend maybe more down the line, give me a
call— #27269

Nashville/Knoxville LOOKING TO THE

Memphis HEY BROTHER:23 y/o BM 6h

EAST: my name is CJ. I‘m a 24 y/o GWM

nice, honest, attr. and intelligent, Ikg4 another

interested in men from Asia or the middle

BM with the same qualities for fun and

east. If you are in Nashville or Knoxville, call

friendship. call me! #45037

Nashville ITS BEEN A WHILE: | have not

Dixon WHY CANT WE BE FRIENDS: 18

someone to fill my nights. Id like someone to spend

been with a guy for years. I‘m Ikg2 meet a

y/o GWM would like to meet other GWM

some time with.245152

guy to show me the way. I‘m a35 y/o BIWM

who are discreet, nice and outgoing. If you

6h, 175lbs. call me! #47308

are fun to be with, call me! #46962

me. #23090

Knoxville WHERE ARE YOU?: I‘m a 28 y/o

Memphis MEMPHIS BLUES: 23 y/o GBM

GWM with a nice body. I would like to meet

lkg4 Latin, Italian, Black or Asian men for

guy‘s in my area. #37785

friendship or poss. relationship. #47045
Nashville EAGER TO LEARN?:29 y/o bi
master Ikg4 a hot passive boy toy who is
healthy, in shape, mase and eager to learn.
18—31 military guy‘s a+ #44213
Nashville WRESTLE FOR TOP:this is Paul, 6‘1
215lbs muse. Ikg2 wrestle for top. if you are
man enough call me. #44273
Nashville HOT COUPLE SEEKS KID
i

BROTHER:we are a hot couple and we are
lkg4 a 3rd thatfits a kid brother image, we

Memphis HOMO ALONE:Morc, Im Ikg4

Knoxville THINK GLOBALLY:GWM 23 y/o
5‘9 150lbs lkg2 meet guys from Asia, Middle
East and Brazil. Japanese a+ #23090
Nashville MORE WHAT?:23 y/o 5‘11
145lbs and Im Ikg2 meet masc. men in thearea
for frienship and poss. more. #42489
Nashville COLLEGE KID:22 y/o college
student. Im Ikg4 guys 20—40 into movies,
dining out and good times at home.
#45720
Kingsport LOOKING FOR SHE—MALES:b:
male Ikg4 she—males and clean/discreet bi
men for hot fun. call me! #45864
Knoxville ARE YOU READY?: my name is
Steve, Im 38 y/o and new in town. Im lkg4

you should be mase. and gdlkg. call me!

Nashville COACH:6‘ 1 195lb gdlkg athletic

non smoker. | love middle eastern and

Memphis BIG MAN IN MEMPHIS: I‘m
511 and I have green eyes. I‘m lkg4 a built
black man who enjoys outings. call me.

top man Ikg2 be a coach or big bro. to jocks

Brazilian men. #23090

Nashville LETS DATE:31 y/o 510 150lb
brn/grn Ikg2 meet guy‘s 25—35 for dating.

#44304

and other young guys. call me. Im well
endw‘d and ready to party! #44400

©5816
Memphis HEY GUY‘S: I‘m 511, 181/bs and
I‘m lkg4 a man into movies, fun and movies.
please call me. #5901
Nashville REGULAR GUYS: 2 Str acting
GWM, 27, ISO str acting GWM 23—30 to
hang out with, like sports, go to bars, eating
out, two reg. acting guys looking for the
same— #6308
Nashville MILITARY LOOKING: GWC 25
and 30, athletic and mil looking, looking for
friends, bi or GWM, 21—35, give us a call—
©6540
Clarksville BI OR GAY: 28 male, bi looking
for bi or gay studs, Iv a way to contact you—

Clinton WORKOUT EVERY DAY: Ron, I‘m
37, 6‘, 170, blk/brn, take good care of
myself, work out every day, hope to meet
someone, give me a call— #26994

Chattanooga WM, 40, like to meet anyone
between 27 up to 45, I‘m 5‘8, 167 brn/brn
mustache Larry. #5990

—a

Nashville FRIENDS OR MORE? Fred,
lover Jim and | looking for WM, couples or
singles, for friendship maybe more— #6540

through the rest. Have a pen ready to

Nashville HARDBODIES: Lee, Ikg for
hardbodies, 25, 56, 125, blue/bind, into
movies, music, walks, Ikg for 20—30 for fun
times poss more, race not impt— #5888

ant

are 20 and 27. call us. #240854

#6687

write down your box number.

e,

Middleton BI OR GAY? Eric, 21 GBM, ISO
Profil bi or gay male in the area for
friendship. #6514

computerized system will walk you

_

ant amuro

Knoxville 28 GWM bm/bm 170 looking to
meet in this area, mase gdlkg, wide variety of
interests, if this interests you Iv a message #6472

3) To pick—up messages
om your existing ad
Call: the 200 number &
Press the star key (*)

you‘re

‘Nashville SPORTS BARS: 2 sir acting GWM
27 new to area, ISO 2 sit GWM 23—30 to
hang out with, like sports bar hopping and
eating out. no fems pls.! #6308

at v .................... arum

Nashville RUGGED AND FURRY: GBM,
consider myself strong silent type, handsome
and muse, ISO GWM, who‘s also rugged
handsome, well built, mase, like tan, dk skin,
or lots of hair, a plus— #6439

2) To record your FREE
Memphis personal ad
Call: 1—800—546—MENN
(We‘ll print it here)

what

aa arum arena anar ar

Kingsport MASCULINE BLACK MEN:
Richard, 22, ISO a mase BM, well end‘d
clean, any age, I‘m built, clean shaven, give
me a call— #6432

HERE‘S HOW IT WORKS:

wmeemmnmmmens umanc
we

nag

Nashville SPORTS FANS: 27, roommate
and I just moved here, into sports, not
necessarily gay bars all the times, str acting
guys, athletic, football basketball, looking for
some guys to hang out with and have fun,
give us a call— #7241
Nashville DRESS ME UP: Danny, 31, single
WM, shy, and subm,like to party with a man,
watching x rated movies, like to meet a man
to dress me up like a woman to make my
fantasies come true, give me a call — #7242
Nashville HOT TIMES: Terry, int in meeting
guys in the area for a rel, get together and
have hot times, mid 30s bind/blue hairy chest
and legs, give me a call. #7253

Memphis STILL LOOKING: my name is Lee.
I‘ve always been Ikg4 a monogamous

guys into boots, jeans and flannel shirts. Im
Ikg4 guys who would like to settle down. call
me & lv a message! #45915
Nashville SERIOUS LOVE: cute GWM Ikg4
someone 18—35 for serious love! Im hiv— and a

Nashville TAKE ME DOWN:30 y/o
GWM into erotic and freestyle wrestling.

Nashville LETS SNUGGLE:smid 40‘s hiv+

I‘m inshape and you should be too. Ive a

GWM Ikg4 someone to snuggle with, or

msg! #42262

maybe more. call me! #44767

relationship. now I‘m Ikg4 serious dating, no

Nashville SEEKING TOP GUNS:Dan, 23
y/o 511 140lbs brn/grn , Ikg2 meet hot

strings. I‘m slim, tone, tan and hiv—. I like

Memphis TOP GUN:Hot 26 y/o top guy

friends, theatre and poetry. ©2841

with long hair and a great body Ikg2 meet hot

muse. top men for hot fun. caucasian men

sub guys to dominate and have fun with, call

only! #42489

Nashville DADDY‘S BOY: 25 y/o BM Ikg4

me! #44323

someone to be good to and share a piece of

Chattanooga FUN AND FRIENDSHIP: Rick,

mind with. call me, my daddy is waiting.

Memphis LETS DO IT:5‘9 180lb profes—

Ikg2 meet some intrstng men for fun and

#45981

sional Male Ikg4 someone to have fun

friendship. I love the outdoors and the theatre.

Knoxville VERY HOT: | am extremely

with and a poss. relationship. call me!

I look forward to your call. please be discreet!

#44541

242526

sensual, very good looking, very hot dom. top
guy Ikg2 meet hot sub. guy‘s for very hot get

Memphis VARIETY:6ft 170lb 45 y/o Ikg2

togethers. call me! #29900

meet other guys my age or older #244662

Memphis FEM GUY‘S WANTED: I‘m a BI

Johnson City MOST ANYTHING:Jeff, Id like

guy in my mid 30‘s lkg4 very hot, slender fem

to meet some hot men for good times. | enjoy

guy‘s to have fun with. call me! #46071

most everything. call me! #44877

Kingsport NEW FRIENDS: Eric, I‘m an
attractive. guy in my late 20‘s. I‘m Ikg4 new
friends to hang out and have fun with.
#46074

Kingsport GAY MALE:my name is Lynn, Im
30 y/o 55 med build. and Im interested, in
meeting men. call me soon! #44927
Chattanooga HARD HOT:Michael, attr. cute,

Chattanooga HOT SUMMER FUN: it‘s

fair skinned boy Ikg4 some hard, hot play. if

raining men, but not here in Chattanooga. I‘m

interested, call me! #44996

seeking all Chattanooga men who are fired of
spending these hot summer days alone. #46309
Chattanooga NO STRINGS: 26 y/o, 6‘3
blonde/green. I like to work out, video games,
and all kinds of sports. I‘m very straight
looking/acting and masc. I‘m Ikg4 a very

Nashville COLLEGE STUDENT:GBM college
student, 22 y/o new to lifestyle Ikg4 a discreet
GM to hang out with. #45180
Nashville GOOD TIMES:29 y/o 510 130 slim

ARE YOU

MAN

and fit lbs. I am sub. and Im Ikg2 meet guy‘s in my
area to share some good times with. #45334

masc. hot guy under 30 for wild, no string
fun. call me! #46324A

Nashville HOME OF THE BRAVE:1 live

ENOUGH?

alone and Im Ikg4 guy‘s brave enough to
Knoxville THE FINER THINGS: 36 y/o guy

come over and kick back. call me! #45367

LEATHERLINK

mase. and you should be too. I‘m Ikg4 a

Memphis BACK IN BLACK:my name is Bobby,

1—900—740—4897 C

companion to enjoy the finer things in life. call

185lb very attr. BM if you are interested #44913

lkg2 meet a discreet man over 50. I am very

18+,

$1.99/MIN. o/s

415—281—3

me! #46532

AO te ig
To respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messag

fuinute.

18, —

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercialads FREE. Limitof30 words
(includingaddressorphonenumber) and
a $2.00 charge for the use of our P.O.
Box. Pleasespecifyifyou wantto use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are charged
at the rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00
minimum. Phonenumbersandzip codes
are free. Deadline for ads is the 15th of
each month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111—
0485. Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name and
a telephone number where you can be
reached to verify the ad. If you would
likeacopyoftheissueyouradappears
in, pleasesend$1.00tocoverpostage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TIN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announcements
and classifieds mustbere—submitted each
month, in writing, bythe 15th ofthe month.

Rt4, Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Locatedon Eureka Springs Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance& romance. Picturesque
tree—covered hollow. The Arbour Glen,
#7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—9010.
YOU

Massace® Services
DESERVE
THE
BEST

California trained, certified bodyworker
offering therapeuticand sports massage.
1‘/, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.
Craig 10 a.m. — 10 p.m. (901) 278—9768.
MopeLs
All—American boy—next—door, attractive,
masculine, swimmer, 6‘, 175#, available

You were chosen by God
‘—

to be who you are —
gay, Lesbian or
heterosexual.
The expression of

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—

your sexuality is a gift from
God in making and

South‘s Gay and Lesbian

building of relationships.

Community Newspaper. For

INTEGRITY is a family

Yourself or for a friend.

of Gays, Lesbians and
their friends within the

Lesbians Wanted: to complete

Nice guy with no attitude will help you

INTEGRITY is a place to

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for

questionnairefor bookonLesbiantfantasy.

relieve stress and tension. Call and leave

find community and

the news.

Contact: N.S. Block, 26 N. High Street,
Scottsdale, PA 15683.

your number: (901) 537—6772, anytime.

support.

Cigar Smoking Biker and my nationwide

INTEGRITY offers

The Midwest Womyn‘s Autumnfest is a

buddies get down—n—dirty from coast to

opportunities for growth,

one—day womyn‘s music festival which
‘will be held on Sat., Sept. 23, 1995, in

coast. From TLCtoraunch, all callers 18+

prayer, friendship and

are welcome. 1—818—837—1859 24hrs.

Northern Illinois. For further information,

Sexy, "Marilyn Monroe blond‘ stripper to

please write/call Athena Productions at:

surprise and delight at your next party or

217 S. Second Street, Suite 193, Dekalb,

office gathering. Cassandra: pager 728—
7638. Add #10 at the end. _>

IL 60115, (815) 758—0739, (708) 786—
5377.
We are currently seeking craftswomyn to

for massage and/or modeling services.

Episcopal Church.

PERSONALS
Attractive GWM, 29, looking fora personal

participate in the Midwest Womyn‘s

trainer for body—building. Pays $240 per

Autumnfest. For an application, please

week. Need trainerfor3 to 4 days a week.

send SASE to: Athena Productions, 217

Cantrain on weekends. Serious inquiries
only. Send photo and phone number to:

S. Second Street, Suite 193, Dekalb, IL
60115.

understanding.
INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Calvary Episcopal Church
X
at 525—6602.
/

172635.
Cha—Ching—Is Atlanta burning again?
I‘m
sure you and your pet Yankee set
Attractive GWM, 29,—6‘3",183#, brown
something
on fire! Love, Mule.
hair, blueeyes. Enjoytheoutdoors, music,
Homy?
Love
sex? Just want to get off?
quiet times and physical fitness. I am a
Good—looking,
young, thin, white guys.
bottom looking for a masculine, hot, cute
Call
evenings:
320—7723,
>
top. Looking for someone 18—45. Serious
Jackie‘sR
eunion—In
terested?
Tuesdays
inquiries only. Send photo and phone
at 501 Club. Call bartender Steve (yes,
number, but not important to: Dept. F—09,
I‘m still aliveand kicking) (901) 274—8655.
PO Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—
"Memphis
Male Excorts." Variety ofguys
0485.
to
chose
from. 24—hour service by
Attractive GWM, 31, 56", 130#, blond,
appointme
nt.
Call Chad or Markto setan
graduate student, likes: computers,
appointme
nt
at (901) 758—4168. Also
alternative music, progressive politics,
position.
one
for
hiring
New Age, physical fitness, cute dudes.
Lonesome
GWM,
35, 59", 150%, Br, Gr,
Write: Jim, Rt. 1, Box 18, Gassville, AR
pushy bottom wants to meet outdoorsy _
men for fun, friendship, maybe old—
At Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church we
fashioned romance. BOK. Nofats, fems,
provide a carin community that fosters spiritual
growth through free thought and respect for
druggies orchronically unemployed. J.B.
personal beliefs. This church seeks the wisdom of
(901) 358—2089. Leave message.
many religious traditions and encourages the
Veryhotand attractive
seeks
expression of our ideals in service to all people.
attractive GWM or couple for steamy
encounters. Call (901) 758—4168 and
leave a message for Eric. (Be sure to
Neshoba Unitarian
. state you‘re calling for Eric!)
Roommate
Universalist Church
Roommate Wanted: Two bedroom, two
full baths, house w/extras. Inside 240
loop. Localphone, utilities, cableincluded.
Sunday 11:00 a.m.
$300/month. 682—6858.

Ep & BREAKFAST
Bed & Breakfast—A— Victorian home
furnished ~with antiques offers
accommodations to men and women.
HomeislocatedinsmallTennessee River
town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
‘country dinner with complimentary wine.
Area activities include: boating, walking
trails, antique shops, auctions. Your hosts
are available to assist with planning local
activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs (901)
278—5844, Fri—Sun (901) 687—3456.
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
of privacyinafunvacationarea. Exclusive
resortfor men & women. Hottub. Country
clubprivileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,

Dept. F—09, POBox 11485, Memphis, TN
38111—0485.

Rev. Jean Rowe, Minister
8580 Cordes Circle
(The Brookside Center—off Farmington Blvd.)
Germantown
For More Information call 756—5433

Personal Ads in the
Triangle Journal
News are Free!!

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE —

ZIP

PHONE
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

f

Meetings at
N
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Sunday —
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Simply a Meeting (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Monday
5:30pm Discussion (Open)
Wednesday 5:30pm Discussion (Open)
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30 pm Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Tues. of the month, Birthdays last Tues.)
Freely Speaking (All 12—Step Programs)
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Living Today (HIV/Terminal iness Support)
Frida
6:30 pm
Discussion (Open)
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for
the promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a
special outreach to the Ga: and Lesbian community. Business
meetings are on the last Wednesday
of the month at 6:30 pm.
Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News
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cousgseling,
alternative
healing # 725—
4898.
f
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
1284.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
familycounseling, rebirthing #761 —3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Psychological Counselor « Simmons,
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold
eae
el,
PhD: Li
ist
* Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 @ 726—
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
Northeast Mental Health Center: # 382—
3880.
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
_ Group Counseling # 761—9178.
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
therapy + Fully Alive! a 323—2078 +_
Sliding fee scale.

transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 728—
GAYS — 7:30—11pm.
LINC: @ 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—
7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National
aﬂfne:n(617)8992212(8-23m. Mon.—
LEGAL SERVICES
ayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
# (601) 562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 #
‘526—7526 (24 hrs).
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
N. Main, Ste 2518 # 526—0809.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
Second, Ste 600, # 521—9996.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
806, # 523—8912
MASSAGE SERVICES
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
massage, therapeutic touch and
preparation for movement. By
appointment only. «r 527—2273.
Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
by appointment. # 377—7701.
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
Massage by Jim: Men & women welcome
# pager 541—0579.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
massage by appointment. # 761—7977
or Beeper 575—1230.
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
massage by appointment. Please call

FINANCIAL SERVICES
10am—10pm a 278—9768.
. Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, .
f
IA
a
accounting, estateplanning# 753—1413.
y Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
Donald
Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
6:00—7:00pm,WEVL—FM90, Box41773,
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave,Ste 305 #
Memphis 38174.
458—0152.
Recovery Times: Free monthly news—

# 682—0855.
Kings Interior Painting: a 745—3300.
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
2853.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales,
service & repair, Heating & A/C. » 1447
National, # 327—6887, 327—7395;
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*:
Antiques, Art, Painted & Unusual
Furnishings « 960 South Cooper # 725—
0049.
Not Quite Paris*: Art, Antiques, Furniture
—_ » 1737 Madison # 274—3736.
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting bycompetent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
Quality Electronics: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell a 363—5554.
Quality Furniture: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell a 363—5554.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis #
Business: 377—1075, Home 375—9584
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental « Michael Sanders # 948—
3998.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
272—STAR.
The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson —
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
2089,
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
I2.<13sbianCommunity,4646 Poplar«682
70.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall #
794—3047 or 365—9716.
WhittingtonTree & LawnService: Sandra
& Troy Whittington = 685—8410. Free
estimates, 24 hr. service.
REALESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney
Developments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—
3044.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner,Woodland
Realty: 2854—0455.
Kris Pelts, Affiliate Broker, DeCaro Realty:
5545 Murray Road Suite 100 «e 767—3100.
Steve Solomon,Affiliate Broker, Sowell &

gompanv=548-Coopern27&4380. Fax
184390.
ius
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
: 3402
Ave. 1 323—9332

A

S

U

ClsrguzifPlaylnlsen705PoplaAvesn-726
FLORISTS
rfocusing on addictions & recovery.
M
a
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, #274—5767,
1—
istributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Nashville TN # (901) 377—7963.
Rd. Ext. r 683—9801.
Flamingo Flowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon Triangle Journal News: Monthly Madison Ave. News & Tobacco, Co.: 1865
Madison # 726—5118.
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union .: Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 # Memphis and Shelby County Public
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
454—1411.
®
f
Ave. #274—8103.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar
Park East Florist: 6005 Park #761—2980.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
7254823
Sweetpeas: 665 Madison # 523—8635.
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer #
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
323—0600.
j
;
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.
ir Photography: Call 12—7 + Jackie Dabbles HairCo.: 19 N. Cooper
725—0521.
Nadine ## 366—7920.
f
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste Dolls & Bears: Doll Shop +3263N KF
Watkins ar 357—8600.
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Veteri—narian, Memphis Area #
278—5002.
(901) 465—2699. For emergency
It‘s Done!:Typing, word processing/printing
care call # (901) 533—5084.
service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts,
E.M.1.(Erotic MaleImagery): Photo
etc. # 795—4308.
Sets * 940 Royal St #307, New
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
Orleans, LA 70116 or PO Box
distinctive nature photography + Joe
40691, Memphis, TN 38174 #
Pfeiffer # 272—1207.
320—7723.
Pr1lnters Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration
411.
& appliance repair # 274—7011.
RK Photo: B/W & Color photo services.
Business, event, personal photography, Great American Cruises, Inc.:
Cruise Travel
y, Sherman
& post card advertising # 452—2766.
Perkins, 52 N. Second @ 525—
323-680 Portraits & photography @ 327—
5302.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad Gypsuy's Vintage Fashions and
Antiques: 2018 Court, (In the
campaigns, letterhead, etc. «761—2980.
Mid—Town Flea Market).
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Have
Bar Will Travel: Bartending
Affirmation: = (708) 733—9590. _ __
for private functions » Lisa Gray
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285— — (The PeabodyHotel) 726—5910.
7431 (24 hr. help & information for Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga,
relaxation & meditation classes
Lesbians, Gays, transvestites &
G

GaewoﬂClwelandStreet(GOCS):Sodal
roup + c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Lamar # 272—9843.
rport
Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks
E. # Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
345—0657.
nvironment (GRACE): Support group
CherokeeAdult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
for Catholics & theirfriends» Meets every
a 744—7494.
Thurs. with Liturgy 2nd & 4th Thurs.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
Information: # 725—5237. John.
White Station # 683—9649.
Girth & Mirth of Tennessee: Statewide
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
men‘s social group for larger men & their
7765.
admirers + P.O. Box 40773, Memphis,
Paris Adult Entertainment Center®*: 2432
38174—0773 # 354—0155.
Summer # 323—2665.
Holy Trinity Community Church*:
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd #
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm;
396—9050.
Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison zx
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
726—9443.
4513.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
5760.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm c/oCalvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—
BARS / RESTAURANTS
6602
Alternative Restaurant & Lounge: 553
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
So Cooper # 725—7922.
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: 1698 Belvedere
Apartment Club*: 343 Madison # 525—
Ct., Memphis38104 # 278—1 190 (Aaron
9491.
Foster).
Autumn Street Pub*: 1349 Autumn
Loving
(Support PartnersforHIV+
«# 2748010.
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
5522.
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Club 501/505*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—
Memphis Center for Reproductive
8655
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave ## 274—3550.
Coffee Cellar®: 3573 Southern = 320—7853.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Crossroads*: 102 N. Cleveland # 725—
Center (MGLCC)*: 1486 Madison,
8156.
Mailing Address: Box 41074, Memphis
David‘s*: 1474 Madison # 2784313.
88174 # 726—5790.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill*: 2117 Peabody Ave
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box41074#
# 272—1700.
728—GAYS or 458—6023.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
Memphis LambdaCenter®: Meeting place
9794.
for 12—step recovery programs + 1488
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
Sunshine Lounge*: 1379 Lamar # 272—
1461, or 327—3676.
9843
The Edge*: 532 South Cooper Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian,
a 272—3036.
Bisexual, &Transgendered Pride Events
WKRB ~in~Memphis*:~
Memphis.38173. .z 320—
# 278—9321.
%
9015 Vincent Astor.
Memphis TransGenderAlliance: TV/TS
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison # 725—9896.
support group « Box 11232, Memphis
X—scape*: 227 Monroe # 528—8344.
38111—0232 #.
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Group: David
BOOKS & GIFTS
Whitehead # 324—4865.
ristem*: Feminist Book
re » 930 S.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
Cooper # 276—0282.
Memphis 38111—0042 # 278—0961.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
ic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
SERVICES
emphis 38174—1822.
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
National Organization for Women
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
a 745—3300.
0982 # 276—0282.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
New Beginnings (Adult Children of
Residential, 24—hr. service,free estimates
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
# 327—6165.
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
White Glove Services: Home or Office
Parents& FriendsofLesbiansAnd Gays
a 388—3781.
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis38187—
COMMUNITY GROUPS
2031 # 761—1444.
ACT
UP Memphis: # 226—6502.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
454—1414.
Memphis Lambda Center « 276—7379.
Prime—Timers of Memphis: 3266 Henry
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Ave. Memphis 38112—1518.
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
RiotGRRL: Womyn interested infeminism
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
* Box 22354, Memphis 38111 # 276—
Dr., Memphis 38128.
0282 (Meristem).
Aloysius Home,Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Safe Harbor MCC: Rob Morgan # 272—
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
1022.
41679, Memphis 38174—1679 # 274— Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
Center «_ 276—7379 or 454—1414.
American GayAtheists (AGA) Memphis:
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Western Dance Club # 278—9321 or.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
274—8655.
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 Southern Sisters: Support group for
@ 452—5894.
transexual women (male to female) #
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
Stonewall Mission Church:AProgressive
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm
p.m., meets atthe Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
l13lue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 # 387— Tennessee Leather Tribe: Men‘s &
567.
Women‘s leather org. Box 1034,
monome <a ts hc
rte rari Terai vo Te we von an an me mw wen acm a n
(* Indicates TJNdistribution points.)

Collierville, TN 38027—1034# 853—0347.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club « Box 41082,
Memphis 38174—1082.
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
LesbianAwareness
LA): BGALA
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
M 38152.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Box 1203, 3566Walker, Memphis38111
# 678—3339.
Wings: Social Club» Box41784, Memphis
38174—1784.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
r Trappers BBS:
Serving Nashville
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Second Wind BBS: Memphis, Adult
bulletin, computer modem speeds to
16,8000 BPS # 276—8027.
The Personals: Gay computer bulletin
board » 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713.
COUNSELING
KerrelArd, BSW: Personalgrowth,spiritual

E

Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization 1450 Poplar,
Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #272—
0855
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
Information # 725—4898.

P

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, buthave
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.

Log Cabin Republicans Support
National Gay Marriage Movement
By Jeff Tindall
Associated Press Writer

September 1995
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Be Careful,

Unprotected

Sex Chief Cause of AIDS
Among Tennesseans
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Most Tennesseans being diagnosed
as HIV positive are contracting the
virus that causes AIDS through un—
protected sex, a state official says.
""The other way is a person injects
drugs and shares needles that have
contaminated blood on them," said
Herb Stone, who works in the state‘s
HIV program.
"Also, women that are HIV posx-

®
ps**

tive, pregnant and give birth, can
transmit it to the infant."
Statistics also show a dramatic
in the number of women,
«usBlacks and heterosexuals who tested
posmve
Only 10 percent of full—blown
AIDS cases in the state are women,
but women account for 22 percent
of those now confirmed as HIV posi—
—tive,the state Department of Health

said.
Blacks, who make up 16 percent
of the state‘s population, account for
34 percent of the AIDS cases. But
60 percent of HIV—positive cases are
Black.
"We‘re seeing the same sorts of
trends in Tennessee as nationally,"
said Stone.
Ten years ago, the typical person
testing HIV—positive was a Gay
white male, between the ages of 20
and 29.
Now, 64 percent of Tennesseans
with AIDS say they probably got it —
from having sex witha Gay orbi—
sexual male. But only 41 percent of
those who are HIV—positive said that
wasprobably how they got it. They
listed sharing dirty needles or

Court Says Oregon Gay Rights Vote
By Charles E. Beggs
— Associated Press Writer

SALEM, Ore. (AP) — A state
law forbidding cities and counties
from enforcing ordinances for or
Group Running Out of Time
against Gay rights does not prevent
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
Runions, who has HIV, joined 23 local elections on such measures, the
member of President Clinton‘s other members of the council in Oregon Supreme Court says.
AIDS Advisory Council says the Washington in July. They met with
Both sides in the dispute said the
group is running out of time.
the president, Vice President Al court‘s Aug. 25 decision has little
At least 10 members of the group Gore and AIDS Policy Director realistic effect.
have HIV, the virus that causes Patsy Fleming.
The unanimous ruling concerned
AIDS, or they have AIDS. Seven
One of the suggestions was to an anti—Gay initiative measure pro—
members are still left to be ap— hold an AIDS summit. Nashville has posed in Klamath Falls in 1993 by
pointed.
been listed as a possible site.
the Oregon Citizens Alliance. Simi—
"If there is not something done
"People living with the virus need lar OCA—backed measures have
in a year, we will dissolve ourselves to feel that something is going to been passed by voters in 26 cities and
because we don‘t want to be a part happen. They need to feel that," counties.
of window dressing," says Debbie Runions said. "You‘d be amazed at
Foes claimed the proposed Kla—
Runions, a member of the council.
the number of people who have lost math Falls ordinance should not
"We don‘t have time to be a part heart and feel abandoned. They need qualify for the ballot because of a
of something that is not going to to know that the president cares."
1993 state law.
move us forward. But we do believe
That law says local governments
Although the group has asked
that (Clinton) is committed."
that the summit take place by the end cannot enact or enforce any ordi—
The group has been organizing of the year, Runions acknowledges nance that "grants special rights,
for three years.
privileges or treatment" to citizens
it is a lofty, near unattainable goal.

Marnageand

Homosexualnty
_Don‘t MIX

riage effort," Mason said. "We‘re
conservatives. We‘re not knee—jerk
activists."
Some Gay organizations have
called for a nationwide boycott of
the city because voters in 1993 ap—
proved removal from a city human
rights ordinance of a section afford—
ing protection from discrimination
to homosexuals.
‘"That‘s why it‘s so important that
we had the convention here in Cin—
cinnati," Mason said.
The city lost an estimated $19.2
million in downtown business when
several conventions pulled out of
town in protest of the vote.

CINCINNATI (AP) — The
president of a Washington—based
organization of Gay Republicans
said its vote supporting same—sex
marriages was a vote in favor of con—
stitutional values.
"We have clarified the goal and
the goal is fundamentally Ameri—
can," said Abner Mason, president
of the Log Cabin Federation.
He said marriage is a conserva—
tive, traditional American institution,
a basic human right and an indi—
vidual personal choice.
The federation voted Aug. 27 in Dole Campaign Returning
favor of a resolution urging states to
make marriages between homosexu— Contribution From Gay Republicans
‘als legal. Log Cabin spokesman
CINCINNATI (AP) — Money from an organization ofGay Republicans is
David Greer said the resolution was not welcome in Sen. Bob Dole‘s presidential campaign.
based in part on a 1993 Hawaii State
The campaign said Aug. 25 it is giving back a $1,000 contribution from the
Supreme Court decision which said Log Cabin Republicans because Dole, R—Kan., disagrees with the group‘s views.
denial of such marriages violated the
"It‘s our policy to decline contributions from political groups that have an
state constitution‘s equal protection agenda that is not in line with Senator Dole‘s position on the issues," Dole
clause.
campaign spokesman Nelson Warfield said. "We‘ve gotten over 200,000 checks,
Evan Wolfson, co—counsel for the and this one clearly slipped through the cracks."
plaintiffs in that case, said its mes—
The Log Cabin Republicans were disappointed with the campaign‘s deci—
sage is starting to be heard.
sion. "We were encouraged by the Dole campaign for months to support them
"In all 50 states, Gay people can— financially, and any indication that they were unaware of our involvement
not get married," Wolfson said. "We is dishonest," said Rich Tafel, executive director of the Washington—based
need Americans to understand why group, which claims 10,000 members among 43 chapters in 35 states.
that‘s wrong."
The check was cashed June 23, Tafel said.
._ He said the Log Cabin organiza—
Tafel, whose organization refused to endorse President Bush for re—elec—
tion joined the National Organiza— tion in 1992, said the group had not endorsed any GOP candidate this year
tion for Women and. the and encouragd its members to support any candidate they choose.
Japanese—American
Citizens

See AIDS on page 26
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League, among others, in publicly
supporting same—sex marriages.
"I think it‘s significant that Re—
publicans and Democrats, religious
and secular, Gay and non—Gay
people ‘alike have joined onto the
movement," Wolfson said. "We‘re
seeing groups across the spectrum
who are able to agree that this is a
basic human right that the govern—
ment should not be interfering with."
Mason said his organization will
try to carry the message to city and
state governments and effect change
at the local level.
"We feel we can add a great deal
of credibility to the same sex mar—

or that“smgles out" people on ac—
count of sexual orientation.
Opponentsclaimed the state law
precluded even holding elections on
such proposals. But the Supreme
Court disagreed, saying enacting a
law is not the same as the process of
voting on it.
"A measure is not enacted until
it has been approved," the court said
in an opinion by Justice Susan
Graber.
She said thestate law "is not in—
tended to prevent local elections on
initiative petitions such as the one at
issue in this case."
The law barring local anti—Gay
rights ordinances has been upheld by.
the Oregon Court of Appeals, and
the Supreme Court has not an—
nounced whether it will hear an ap—
peal of that ruling.
The proposed Klamath Falls
measure never got on the ballot be—
cause backers did not collect enough
petition signatures.
Charles Hinkle, a Portland law—

Legal

yer who has handled numerous cases
for opponents ofthe OCA measures,
said the election issue ruling means
little.
"It‘s all but a moot point since
the state law invalidates the local
measures," he said.
OCA Chairman Lon Mabon said
the decision is ‘a "hollow one" and
doesn‘t even agree with the
Legislature‘s intent in passing the
law, which Mabon said was to stop
the elections.
He said the OCA has abandoned
local initiative drives because they
seem pointless.
"The courts have taken away our
rights," he said.
Mabon said the organization is
focusing on putting another state—
wide measure on the ballot, to amend
the Oregon Constitution to deny
minority protection based on sexual
behavior.
Oregon, voters have twice de—
feated‘statewide anti—Gay rights
measures sponsored by the OCA.

